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THE RESPONSIBILITY 0F THE MEDICAL
PROFESSION IN THE PROGRAMME

FOR MENTAL HYGIENE*
BY A. T. MATHERS, M.D.

Director, Psychopathic Hlospital, Winnipeg, Man.IT has been stated that the two departments of Medical Science that
receîved the greatest impetus and stimulation during and as a

resuit of the Great War were Orthopedic surgery and Neuropsy-
chiatry. It is acknowledged that medicine contributed very Iargely
to the lessening of the horrors of war and to the rehabilitation of thousands
of men who heretofore would have been allowed to complete their lives,
hopeless physical or mental cripples. But it is nevertheless true that
more than one department of Medical science was caught napping and
the one in which we are at present interested was probably the one found
to be most lethargie. The one fact that 25,000 men were pensioned in
England because of that mysterious condition, "Sheli Shock", before
its true nature was discovered, is rather conclusive. Nevertheless the
discovery of the generally backward condition of neuropsychiatry,
coupled with the enormous demand for service, brought about a wonder-
fui revival of interest and effort, and the record of the finished war
shows neurology and psychiatry not only to have regained their rightful
position but to have actually forged ahead. Not only was much 'light
thrown on the previously dimly illuminated field of the psychoneuroses
but an enormous impetus has been given to the study of mental life
and its abnormalities.

It is true that even previous to the outbreak of war, the evidences
of new life were beginning to appear in mental medicine. Mr. Clifford

*Read at the annual meeting of the Manitoba Medical Association, Winnipeg,

October 9-10, 1919.
(295)
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W. Beers, author of a book which doubtless many of you have read-
"The Mind that Found Itself "-was in a large measure responsible
for the formation in the United States of a body known as the National
Committee for Mental Hygiene. This organization in the original con-
ception was probably intended to improve the facilities for caring for
the insane and to do away W ith many of the irregularities and abuses
depicted by Mr. Beers, but its scope was speedily widened to take in
the advancement of ail measures calculated to improve the mental life
of the people, individually and collectively, as well as the improvement
of the methods of caring for the insane.

This organization had begun its work when war came. A similar
organization has within the past two years been set on foot in our own
country and its activities have been most notable. Already much has
been donc and the plans laid down will result in much good to the
whole country. As a matter of fact, our own province of Manitoba was
the first of the provinces to take advantage of the investÎgating facilities
of the National Committee. Dr. C. K. Clarke and Dr. C. M. Hincks,
Medical Directors of the Committee, made a survey of the care of
mental defectives and mentally diseased in Manitoba and made recom-
mendations that are embodied in the report of the Public Welfare
Commission and that we hope to carry out in full. Other surveys have
been made throughout Canada and the United States, and undoubtedly
much useful work: is being done in the discovery and elucidation of the
facts of defective mental adjustmnent.

During the past few years much has been done to investigate and
draw practical lessons from the facts of physical disease. The epfidemi-
ology of infectious diseases, the disposaI of sewage, the provision of pure
water and food, the limitation of the hazards froma occupational disease
and industry are familiar to us as notable landmnarks in a progressive
and lîUe saving program of what we might caîl Physical Hygîene. The
medical profession are well acquainted with the tenets of this science
and the laity are being speedily informed of the terrors and dangers
and the numbers oU victims of physical disease.

Now, we have developing a new department of Hygiene tending to

serve a similar purpose with regard to mental disease. Heretofore the

facts relative to the development and progression of mental disease have
been allowed to lie as things remote from our lives and efforts. This
period of inaction seems now to have come to an end and a new period
of steady development entered upon.

We must not get the idea that mental hygiene is concerned only

with the lives of the people who fill our Hospital for Mental Disease.
They form but a fraction oU t *he cases in which mental abnormality is

evident. We must recognize that besides those actually psychotic and
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mentally defective, thc large groups of neurotics, epilepties, criminals,

misfits, etc., are made up of individuals exhibiting faults in mental life

adjustment and showing us the need for investigation and efforts toward

the removal of the factors responsible for their unhappy state. The

immensity of the field is at once apparent and the people at large expect

the medical profession to repeat for mental diseases, their great efforts

put forth to prevent physical disease. And herein we must not fail.

This, then, is a rough outline of the scope of mental hygiene. Our

business is to recognize our responsibîlî ty, to search for. the ways and

nicans of furthering a good cause and then to see to it that the best

practical application is made.
First of aIl there is the question of prophylaxis. What can be dont

to stemi the steadily rising tide of mental disease, defect and disorder ?

"The hîghest function and the highest ambition of the human

intellect is undoubtedly the abilîty to foresee and to shape one's action

so as to anticipate the future. The realization that something can be

done in turn inevitably leads to a rea feeling of responsibility" (Meyer).

No one questions the fact that at the present time the great efforts

of medicine are being directed toward prevention of disease. Much

has been accomplished in the realm of somatic disease, but much remains

to be done as is borne witness to by the fact that although the ilîs affecting

early life are actually on the decline, the incidence of degenerative

diseases occurring in middle life is actually rising.

Mental diseuses are notoriously hard to treat, the difficulty resting

largely on the obscure pathogenesis of these diseases and the practical

difficulty of combating directly the causative factors at work in any

given case. This difficulty in treatment has led to the adoption by

laity and medical profession alike of an attitude of hopelessness only

too thoroughly depicted in the methods of care adopted heretofore.

But this very difficulty-the knowledge that cure of the calamity is

much more difficult than prevention, should form a very special reason

why prophylaxis should appeal to us.
The problems of prevention are inextricably bound up with the

problems of etiology. We need spare no time speaking of the prevention

of mental disease consequent on somatic disease since it is self evident

that this depends on the prophylaxis of the primary disease. W'e may

mucli better devote our attention to prevention of somne of the other

mental conditions that are responsible for a large proportion of cases

admitted to hospitals for mental disease.
It will be interesting and no doubt illuminating to, observe the effect

of the present attempt at prohibition, on the incidence of mental dis-

turbance due to alcohol. It sems unlikely at this time, that, in so far

as the present generation is concerned, much, need be expected for under
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present conditions, those who feel that they requise alcohol may get it
in one way or another. The rîsing generation, on the other hand, may
do better.

Mental disease due to syphilis shows no tendency to decrease and
in fact will doubtless show up with increased frequency in the next
decade. Early and adequate treatment of the primary stages of the
disease doubtless serves to lessen the number of cases that drift other-
wise to general paresis. But the disease undoubtedly appears in a
certain percentage of syphilized persons who have reoeived what seemed
to be adequate treatment. Certain it is that little has s0 far corne of
attempts at the treatment of paresis once the condition has declared
itself. More thorough education of the public regarding the disease
syphilis and its consequences will do much to lessen the number of
travellers starting down the road that ends in the tragedy and hope-
lessness of general paralysis.

Another type of mental disorder that seems to be growing in pre-
valence is that ýrather extensive group-Dementia Praecox. The
researches bearing upon this condition are being steadily followed back
toward the source, and already much has been lcarned of the conditions
that apparently precede and no doubt accentuate and hasten the develop-
ment of actually psychotic symptoms. Inquiry into the mental life of
cases of dementia praecox very frequently shows certain characteristics
of the so-called " Shut in " personalîty. " They show no rational tend-
ency to be open and to get into contact with people and things about
them, are retioent and exclusive and cannot adapt themselves to situa-
tions, are bard to influence and often sensitive and stubborn. They
show little interest in what goes on and frequently do not participate in
the pleasures, cares, and pursuits of those about them-although often
sensitive they do not let others know what their mental confliets are-
do not unburden their minds, are shy and have a tendency to live in a
world of fancy and day dreams " (Hoch).

Given such a "make-up" and a variety of exhausting mental or
physical influences andthe way seems paved for the development of a
case of dementia praecox. Hard. unremitting labour with scanty
supply of physical necessities and comforts, social strain, over study,
the mental states accompanying self abuse, devitalizing somatic disease,
are somne of the more important factors that may act as precipitating
causes.

'Few caser, of the disease are brought to the physician in time for
hi to do much to prevent the on-comning catastrophe, but the oppor-
tunities for preventative work by physicians will becomne more frequent.
Parents and teachers should be taught to be on the look out for danger
signals and to do everything possible to overcomne them. The famous
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Scotch psychiatrist, Clouston, was practical and to the point when he
counselled, "Build up the bone and fat and muscle by means known to
us during the perîod of growth and development. Make fresh air the
breath of lifefortheyoung. Develop lower centres rather than the higher
where there is a bad heredity. Do flot cultivate, rather restrain the
imaginative and artistic faculties and sensitiveness and idealism generally
in cases where such tend to appear too early and too keenly. They
will be rooted in a better brain and body basis if they corne later. Culti-
vate and insist upon an orderliness and methoil in ail things. The
weakly neurotie are always disorderly, unbusinesslike and unsysternatic.
Fatuem, self-control and orderliness are the three most important
qualities for theni to aim at".

The problems relating to the important part played by heredity in
the causation of mental disorders have so far not reached a very practical
solution or even approach to solution. Eugenics has at present no very
definite practical policy that it has a right to attempt to enforce.

Passing 110w from this aIl ton hurried fragmentary discussion of
prophylaxis we may refer for a moment to the question of care of fully
developed cases of mental disease. "Misconception, tradition, inade-
quacy of methods and provision for treatment and care of such afflicted,
and especially stringent forms of legal procedure " (Copp), have served
to erect barriers of unnecessary height to the treatment of mental
disease. The mentally diseased have been stigmatized-the phrase-
ology relating to this department of niedicine is archaic, needless delays
have stood in the way of early care, overcrowding of institutions and
paltrv appropriations insufficient for the proper conduct of the work
on hand, have done their share to prevent early adequate and satis-
factory treatment. It has been truly said that in the organized methods by
which insane people are dealt with, examples can be found of every form of
neglect and abuse to which the insane have been subjected during the past
two hundred years. And these things we must help to put right.

Proper care for the mentally unfit requires profound and even
revolutionary changes in the methods at present in vogue.

It is necessary, first of aIl, that médical men devote more syrnpathetic
attention to the subject. Mental abnormalities and disorders niust
corne to be considered in niuch the way physical abnormalities and dis-
orders are now considered. The terminology relative to these types of

disabÎlÎty, would benefit mauch by the complete abandonnient of such
terni as lunatic and lunacy, based as they are on the conception that
the moon .is in some way connected with the conditions. " Insanity "
should be used in designating those cases of mental disease or disorder

requiring cormmitnient-in ocher words, we should corne to look upon

it as a legal and flot a mredical terni.
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Intricate legal machinery has been responsible in no small degree
for the stigmna attached to mental disease and for the hopeless condition
in which cases finally reach the hospitals devoted to the care of such.
These institutions have been looked upon unfortunately by laity, legal
and medical professions, as the last resort, a lodging place for human
material considered beyond ail hope of return to normality. We muet
corne to consider these as hospitals capable of the samne thorough going
investigation and care of mental disorder that general hospitals are able
to afford to those afflicted with physical disease. The institutions
themselves muet be well staffed with regard to both medical and nursing
service. They muet have laboratories, special departments for study
of borderline cases, and muet be provided with occupational depart-
ments wherein the recreational, therapeutic and economic value of
supervised occupation may corne to fuît fruition. The establishrnent
of a psychopathic hospital should do much to improve the statue of
mental disease and its treatment.

This institution is planned to receive aIl classes of mental patients
for " first care, examination and observation, and to provide short
intensive treatrnent for such cases as are likely to benefit". Facilities
for the study of nervous and mental dîsease will be available, both by
means of clinical observation and laboratory investigation.

It will be possible for the patients to enter the Psychopathic Hospital
in one of three ways. Fîrst, the patient may make voluntary applica-
tion for admission, the only requirement for such being that they be
willing to comply with the rules of the institution regarding detention,
etc. A second route of admission wilI be from custody of friends,
relatives, police officers, clergymen, physicians, etc., the whole thing
being accomplished without any of the customnary legal rnachinery.
Then lastly there will rernain the present method of commitrnent by
the courts.

The Psychopathic Hospital is looked upon as the oentre of the
system for caring for the mentally unfit of the Province. It is aimed to
effect an improvernent and uniformity in the clinical work of the bos-
pitals for mental disease and to bring about correlated work lokling
toward the adequate care and investigation of cases in their care and of
nervous and mental disease in general.

One of the most urgent reasons for the establishment of a psycho-
pathic hospital is to furnish opportunity for clinical instruction of under-
graduate medical students, the future family physicians, in order that
they may corne to recognize mental disease at its earliest stage, when
treatment may be expected to do the mnost toward a return to normal.

A most important branch of psychopathic hospital activities is
social service. The chief work opf this department lies outsîde the
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hospital walls and consists of "investigations among the families of

patients, educational efforts for the dissemiînation of knowledge among

the public, as to the nature of mental disorders and their prevention

and the supervision of patients who are discharged from the psycho-

pathic hospitals or hospitals for mental disease " (Barrett).

It is unwise, doubtless, to in(lulge in prophecy and statement of

concrete aims. We must, as physicians, do what we cari to realize the

aims of mental hygiene.
"To stem the tide of syphilis, to wage war on alcohol, to counsel

against marriage of defectives, to generalize the insane hospitals, to

specialize the general hospitals, to weed defectives out of general school

classes, to open out the shut-in personality, to ventilate sex questions,

to perturb and at the same time reassure the interested public. These

are infinitives that belong perhaps in a rational movemnent for mental

hygiene. They are things the past has taught us more or lessi clearly

to do, and in that sense the movement for mental hygiene is surely not

much more than elaboration of the obvious " (Southard).
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THE MENTALITY 0F CON VALESCENCE*
BY CAPT. E. A. BOTT

MilItary School Orthopaedic Surgery and Phy'siotherapy, Toronto
May 1, 1919.IA PPRECIATE dceply the honour done me as a layman in this invita-

tion to address you. May I suggest that, having in mînd the whole
panorama of niilitary medical achievçment, we consider for a time

the mental attitude of the patients concerned, particularly of cases
involving the restoration of function. To present this topic in the form

of two questions: First, Is a patient's conscious reaction to his condition
and treatment a matter of any consequence as a general rule? Assuming
for the time being that the patient's attitude is not just what the prac-
titioner would desire may we enquire, secondly, How should this psycho-
logical factor be handled? May it for instance, be ignored or be passed

over with a casual word of counsel and encouragement, or should a

scientific: procedure be adopted throughout, i.e., accept that mental

attitudes, like other symptoms, show great- variety and change, that

cbaracteristic attitudes resuit from definite antecedents, that they

exhibit certain uniformities in developing, sometimes pass through
crises, and regularly respond to certain fines of discriminative treat-

ment, etc.?
The undefined term, mental attitude, is not here used as synonymous

with any of the "psychical effects" often alleged to be produced on

patients by this or that apparatus or drug with which they are deeply

impressed. Such phenomena, half-mystically accepted by some practi-

tioners, though without any critical or reasoned view of the underlying

principles involved, may or may not be a factor in a patient's general

attitude. Nor is the term, intended as peculiar to, those purely hysterical,

disorders of the war, which, perhaps happily, have compelled attention
to psycho-technics that were formerly practised onfly by leading neuro-

logists and psychiatrists. Again the termn is in no way restricted to that

difficuit group of cases showing a mixture of physical and "functional"
involvement that has demnanded the team-play of specialists. A broader
use thant these is intended, viz., that state of mind, which however
complex in itself, is characteristic as marking a great guif between the in-

valid and the well man, whatever be the lesion or pathological condition.
An appreciation of the mentality of convalescence means in the

first place recognition of the fact that treatment for the restoration of

*Addrs delivered before the Chicago Institute of Medicine, April 1918, and re-

printed from the "Institute of Medicine", Vol. Il, No. 5, 1919.
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function requires more than plaster casts and braces, lances and ether,

bath sand massage benches, etc., however skilfully these be employed.
The condition in large mneasure concernis voluntary functions which,

having once been part of the patient's normal cquipment for the activi-

ties of daily life, are now absent or seriously impaired, with the resuit

that his life bas shrunk to a degree that can accommodate that loss.

To restore crippled functions requires the physiological and mechanical

basis, but likewise effort, insigbt and perseverance by the patient.

Formerly these functions operated witb ease, now the habit of inaction

or of substitution is ingrained and stabilizes a "set" of mal-adjustmnent
To overcomne the latter is a course of high resistance that is neither

natural nor congenial. For this reason a purely impersonal technic is

flot adequate. The very deptbs of a man's nature must frequently be

reached and stirred, in order that be play bis part, for without desire

and determination we look in vain f or effective action. The motives

wbich are fruitful are as various as buman nature is complete and the
selection and applicatuion of thema cannot well be lef t to a chance en-

vironment. Treatment must be fitted to the man as welI as to, bis ail-

ment. The opposite point of view might be illustrated by a type of

political economist who ini his endeavour to analyze rents, wages, prices,

etc., sees not the folks wbose deepest instincts give such concepts life.

Is the therapcutîst safe from, the same pitfall until he sees a patient as

more than bone and blood? Crude thougb the family physician's
psychology may be, it bas a power wbicb specialized medicine can profit-

ably develop and refine. Now, when modern medicine is aiming to carry
its benefits of prevention and cure into the realma of organized industry,
the time seems fully ripe to, stress this point of view in medical education
and practice.

This is not tbe occasion to present a detailed analysis of the mental

attitudes of either military or industrial patients even were I competent
to do so. A few points and illustrations rather arbitrarily selected may
serve to indicate certain problemas and remnedies wbich our military
experience bas suggested.

The setting for diagnosis of a veteran's point of view is important.
One's mental outlook is not merely a personal possession, but a sensitive
living organism, with a lîfe history and unlimited potentialities. It may

be guided more frequently tban driven. The object of an interviewer
is flot so much to gain knowledge as to leave an impression and if possible
an inspiration. Interviews should, therefore, be individual and cbarac-

terized by brevity, frankness, confidence and a sympathetic under-

standing conveyed by tone and manner rather than by words. Laboured

questioning on civilian history and service record serve usually only to,

confuse, chiefly because the mian is accustomed to be paraded and give
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his report or receive instructions. Facts wbich his papers would reveal
at a glance need flot be rehearsed; it is more impressive for the inter-
viewer to show the possession of such knowledge than to elicit it. Man
to man contact, eye speaking to eye, bas in it a power which should not
be distracted by the filling in of forms. From this standpoint the initial
interview is a first and invaluable step in treatment. With the con-
structive phase of the interview we shall deal later. Our present point
is the importance of what may be described as the unspoken communi-
cation. This does not imply pauses of silence, but it does mean the
exercise of a fertile and appreciative imagination which reads the back-
ground of the patient's past accurately. Tbis fact is impressed upon
the patient by the nature of the programme outlined for bim.

In the training of civilian workers for functional reeducation we
have been impressed by the advantages of dwelling on certain features
of the veteran's mental outlook. That the veteran is different from the
civihian is immediately recognized, but failure to understand bow and
why is disconcerting and invites indulgence in sentimentality. On the
other hand, to give students a critical curiosity about thîs side of ýthe
case stimulates close observation, assists in adjustment to the needs
of the individual and adds immeasurably to the interest in the work.

Tbis pedagogy must pierce below generalities to a study of indi-
viduals. The attitude of a patient depends not merely on wbat he was
before enlistment, but on what branch or branches of the service he bas
been in and the conditions and lengtb of bis; service and bospital experi-
ence. The outlook of an infantryman differs from that of an aviator,
as a counter-battery artihleryman's does fromi that of a naval cadet off
a submarine chaser. A patients attitude is flot simply a product of
bis hurt or of bis hospital environment, but of bis wbole service. It is
habits of thought that make problems of re-adjustment, and for this
reason the ultimate cause of " hospitalization " sbould be sought not in
hospitals, but in certain unavoidable features of combatant service.
Tbis may be ilustrated in an abstract way fromn the experience of tbe
healtby infantry recruit.

Whetber be be a draftee or a volunteer, his first job is to learu to
be a soldier. To say that this means be loses bis individuality and
initiative is less accurate than that it means a narrowing down of the
motives upon whicb he may act. "How little", writes a soldier from
France, "the outside world understands what our lives are like. In
the outside world there are standards of freedomn and politeness; in aIl
personal matters a man bas the power of choice. He is at liberty to
make or ruin himself. He washes if lie so desires; if he prefers to go
dirty be does not wash. Witbjn reason, as far as is compatible witb
the earning of bis daily bread, lie sleeps as long as lie wants.... With
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us everything is reversed. We grow mustaches under Army orders,
we crop our hair to please the Colonel. We have no areas of privacy
either in our bodies or our souls, We rise, sleep, eat, wash when we
are commanded. We are physically examined, physicked, pumped full
of antitoxins and marched off to church parade to worship God without
our wishes being consuted.... We cannot give notice to our employers,
we have no unions, no means of protest. To be always cheerful and
smiling, the more cheerful and smiling in proportion to the hardship is
a duty for the performance of which we expect no thanks. . .. "

Success in civilian life demands foresight, judgment, decisions that
involve responsibîlity. Ail this rnust shrink to the vanishing point.
In the ranks I do as I'm told. 1 do flot think what 1 arn to do, but 1
must think what 1 arn doing. 1 arn not a good soldier until my critical
instincts are inhibited at least to the extent that they do nlot feel out-
raged nor plead for indulgences because of the limitations of my role.
Nevertheless, room for initiative remains in the giving of prompt and
accurate obedience, neither understepping nor overstepping the mark,
expecting neither gain nor glory. Precîsion requires concentration and
restraint, and for reward I may cultivate such chronic good humour as
I will. This contraction in motives is a moulding process that requires
timne and adaptation. It is more diasgreeable in the learning than when
accomplished, but the unlearning seems most difficuit of ail.

With the narrowing of motives necessarily corne changes in values,
somne more significant than others.

The personal equation must be adjusted. In civilian life we each
adopt a particular point of view te ail whom we meet: our banker, our
grocer boy, our member of parliament, our doctor, our aunts, the stranger
we pass. We carefully classify and appraise our social environment for
what it means to us, and our daity routine becomes a dove-tailing of
reactions appropriate to the great variety of our associates. On enlist-
ment this grading of associates is ironed out. We each have our number,
we think together, act together, play together, we belong to the dead
level of Tommies. Beyond this are no distinctions of person, only of
rank, which is for the most part a phîlosophy of clothes and an apprecia-
tion of idiosyncrasies.

The limiting of responsibility has far-reaching effects. In ordinary
life our tasks rarely stand isolated, they blend with one another and
with the activities of our fellows. Under such circumstances the attain-
ment of results is more significant than the detail of the means employed;
in other words, experience counts, discretion is expected, economny in
time and effort is approved. In the army tasks are sharply focussed.
To concern oneseif with more is to be guilty of an offense. Instructions
,mark the limit both of responsibility and of power. Time means nothing.
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Ultimate resuits are flot your concern. Explicit obedience to superiors
to the last detail is at once your duty and salvation. This limitation of
responsibility the soldier learns too well, he even achieves skill in shifting
to otbers the small responsibility he has. The fruits of this planting
ripen during convalescence. His active duty bas tben ceased, but bis
attitude of dependence remains and is seen in bis cheerful resignation
to passivity. He is overwilling to be managed from witbout, flot from
within, even in tbe matter of improving bis condition.

Many of tbe major moral forces and bebaviouristic reactions wbicb
serve to stabilize society are inbibited or reversed in active service.
Habits that make for conservation and bave been a life-time in building
are changed into a will to take risk or lIde. Discipline and common
sense are not always sufficiently powerful substitutes for the sanctions
of the home, the churcli or the club. The horrible sights and acts, the
verminous niglits, tbe moments of controllable emotion, of fear, disgust
or passion, the swift partings, sucb tbings which deeply burn, we wbo
have flot been there can know notbing about even thougb our pulse
may quicken over some bit of realistic verse froma the trenches. The
oscillation between extremes, for example, between periods of work of
heart-breaking severity and rest periods of comparative idleness is
probably more of a talc on stamina than the deadliest monotony of
industry can ever be. It is flot during action but in billets after action
that bysteria usually incubates. Too great contrasts inhibit control.
The degree to wbich sucb experiences reduce the power of re-adaptation
to, the civilian outlook is in some cases probably considerable, tbough
always dîfficult to gauge.

True to the laws of life and growtb the human mind accommodates
itself to a change in mental environment. Charâcteristics wbich for-
merly were important tend to disappear and others are acquired. If
the change is rapid and extreme in kind as on entering military service
the adjustment is more marked. It is the new "compensation" factors
that become dominant. They forma the retaining walls in a new level
of mental equilibrium; they are the foundations of successful, training
and of higli morale so long as tbe environment of active service con-
tinues. Should a different setting arise as during convalescence or at
discharge, or more generally, when the armistice was signed, the equi-
librium is again disturbed. If, for instance, it be a question -of re-entering,
civilian life the problem of adaptation is two-fold, viz., the reinstating
of discarded motives and the reduction of those which have sustained
him through the bardships of service. The relearning is here easier than
the unlearning because the latter motives are founded on the most
primitive and strongest instincts in man.

Perhaps the most dominant compensation factors in military life
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are those instincts which make possible and stable a gregarious maie
existence. One has but to reflect on the satisfaction with which we
seek the seclusion of our home or club after but a few hours in the com-
pany of our business associates to realize what adjustments would be
required for us to live congenially elbow to elbow for months on end
with men flot of our own choosing. These adjustments are both dis-
crîmînative and assimilative. A man who is not in harmony with the
group has to be discriminated against as a menace. He is ostracized
in countless ways by his feilows. If the satirical remark or practical
joke are not sufficient, plain words or forcible action must follow. What
in ordinary society might be a harmiess eccentricity becomes an intoler-
able nuisance or danger in gregarious life. The herd cannet escape from
the offender, it must, therefore, cure him. This is the negative or pro-
tective phase of adjustment.

The positive or assimilative phase of the gregarîous instinct is that
comradeship of companions in arms which is as old as war. It is flot
based to any large degree on the luxuries or pleasant things of life, on
any similarity of tastes or hobbies. It is not a partnership, there being
rarely anything to apportion. Its externat side is simply a common
inheritance of hard marches, wet trenches, good grouches and, withal,
cheery smiles. Fundamentally, this comradcship rests on the feelings
and aspirations of a whole body of men who have a common and hard
lot, and who know that while they may [ail before it one by one they
cannot rise above it except together. The feeling is flot one of liking
the task, the aspiration is oniy to, see it through. Every good officer
knows that this factor is a cornerstone in the structure of esprit de
corps. With this feeling strong within him no man can hold back when
bis comrades go forwa.-d. Nevertheless, though this comradeship las
been vital to the Army, lelping the men stand shouider to shouider in
the trenches, its usefulness is not so evident on return to a civilian
setting if it tempts men to sit side by side on our park benches wlen
work is to le had. To modify a strong instinct on which one's existence
has long depended is surely as difficuit, as to master a trade. The
quality of human nature which produces the companionship of the
trenches iikewise produces veterans' associations and trade unions; it
may le guided, it cannot le repressed.

Two instincts of expression which gregarious army lIfe fosters and
is for are fighting and playing. The one is an unpleasant necessity,
the other a pleasurable substitute or equivaient. That the play instinct,
as expressed in physical sport, seemis spontaneous in our Army is sug-
gestive of a fruitfui means of stimulating plysical action in crippled
men whose figlting days are over. There is also a current of playful
humour that flows near the surface on the Army. It may be shaiiow,
because a herd is neyer intellectual, but it is expressive, and is one of
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the ways of relieving the feelings and of passing the time congenially.
In this connection we should flot fail to appreciate the extent to which
poker and crap helped win the war.

We have referred to sorne factors in the soldier's mentality, whether
he was physically incapacitated or not, which must be reckoned with
in rehabilitation. May we now consider certain influences these pro-
duce in the outlook of the wounded man and then formulate the prob-
lems and remedies for the peculiar mentality of military convalescence.

Until the soldier falls out his existence as an individual is nil, then
ail of a sudden he becomes important. He is no longer told what to
do, he receives attendance, others act for him. Mis companions have
gone forward, he goes back. No longer has he to keep pace with any-
one, he is out of the race. This ie a complete change of setting and
produces a corresponding mental reaction. Realization of his " blighty "
ie the occasion of profound relief that knows neither reservation nor
misgiving. The positive forces faîl away without compensation. Un-
like the civilian casualty who feels the distressing responsibility of
provision for his family and himself, the soldier is aware that provision
is assured. Me calmly waits for what the future may bring forth.

The initial and most significant point in hie mental adjustrnent iS
this unresisted slump in his "reaction of effective capacity". Whet >her
his hurt be grave or slight, there is now no appeal for action either from
without or within. From a circumstance wherein he strained every
nerve to faîl not short, he has fallen suddenly to a level where no goal

exists. This slump in will ie, of course, flot peculiar to the war casualty,
it may be seen on eyery hand in civilian life, in the school chîld who
loses hie place through unavoîdable absence, in the labourer who loses
first his place then his inclination to flnd another. But in the soldier,
owing to, hie mental antecedents, the slump is more striking and the
restoration of positive values more difficul' t. A new outlook has to be
created, perhaps in the face of the fact that it was not a healthy
thing to get well before the armistice. To restore hie keenness, to flnd
a motive appropriate to his state of mînd is then the' immediate
problem of reconstruction.

The soldier's habit of not assumaing. but avoiding responsibility
inculcated in hie days of service finds full indulgence during convales-
cence., Me takes hie treatment with philosophic complacency. Me is

more satisfled to be worked at than to help himself. The remedy again
lies in altering the point of view.

The convalescent Tommy is surely the most impressionable of men.
Since enlistment hie sphere of action has been narrow, with littie variety
or complexity. Situations which formerly he would have carefully
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weighed he now interprets only with himself as centre. Not under-
standing the mysteries of medicine he has more than the usual reverence
for the opinions of bis medical advisor. The latter, being usually at
pains flot to enlighten hini, leaves bis uncritical imagination free rein.
A doctor's prestige rests partly on a patient's vague alarms, and the
fears of the military patient incline toward pcssimism. He interprets
the most casual and even irrelevent remarks as pertinent to his own
case. He regularly selects only the unfavourable indications and the
resulting picture is gloomy indeed. If he quotes you an earlier prognosis
it is one that harn-onizes with his present view and is usually attributed
to an officer of wide reputation who is at lcast two ranks higher than
yourself. Such an attitude is not morbid, but a natural outcome of
bis service experience; it is an attempt to rationalize bis passive conduct.
The remedy must be through motives that are sufficicntly powerful to
appeal.

Though the soldier's pessimism is self-centred, he does not keep it
to himsclf. The gregarîous habits of active service are a suitable soil
for the growth and spread of bis deepest feelings. Unless careful counter
measures are applied a depressing atmosphere of convalescence becomes
the prevailing tone of the hospital. The patient secs little to hope for
and applies frequently for leave or even for diseharge.

When a patient does show interest about bis own improvement not
infrequently it is a misplaced interest. He shows a keen belief and con-
fidence in some irrelevant apparatus or technic which is not available,
and at the same time he is not inclined te, be a partner in what is being
done for him. If be is treated with a galvanic battery he feels that a
certain violet-ray machine which he once saw is what is required. Or,
if bis amputated stump, is weak from want of graduated exercise so that
lie cannot operate bis artificial arm, he complains that the latter is
useless. He knows, too, of a higb priced American arm that is satis-
factory, the Canadian government cannot make proper arms anyway,
lie hands in an application for leave and intends to cross the fine and
buy one.

The mental mechanism in this attitude is neither morbid nor un-
natural. We tend to ignore, to put away and forget what is highily
unpleasant. For him the unpleasant is the manifest disability which
stands between him and comparative health. He does not face the
facts. In turning aside from bis crippled function lie ignores or belittles
the measures which miglit bring relief. Instead lie pins bis faith to
something which is just over the horizon or always faits short of beîng
of any practical use to him. Tbis becomes an imaginative construction
which lie amplifies and garnishes to bis liking, and in proportion as bis
false ideal grows so does bis inclination to belp himself in any practical
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way decline. A danger therefore in any programme of treatment based
on the principle of helping a patient forget his disability is that it aggra-

vates this inclination toward self-deception and the way of least resistance
which is already a chief difficulty that he bas to combat.

Such factors as the above, the slump in desire for accomplishment,
the resignation to cîrcumstances by the individual and the group, the
rationalization against self-help, and the forgetting of the real issue

in lieu of a false one-these may serve to indicate our problem. Not
ail of them appear in every case or in like degrees and the attitude
varies as the physical condition changes, but observation of one thousand
cases has satisfied me that they play an important role.

In referring to principles of treatment as relative to the mentality

of convalescence it is assumed that the medical, surgical and passive
therapeutic needs are being attended to, and that active functionating
preliminary to more complete rehabilitation is required. The programme
hsoul' d be fitted te the patient's point of view as well as to his physical
condition. "The invalid", says Prof. E. J. Swift in bis Psychology
and the Day's Work, "wbo waits till be feels able to work will neyer
begin ". T he same may be said of tbe beginnings of functional restora-
tien. Let us accept further that the test of effective procedure is two-

fold. First te recdue bis disability of useful function to a minimum in

the least time, the dlaim for as quick results as medical safety permits,
to a patient's efforts. Secondly, and so far as possible simultaneously,
to restore his self-confidence to the maximum and to direct and fit him

to an objective in civilian life.
The value of curativc occupation is now widely recognized on both

sides of the ocean. It is properly argued that, man being a manufac-

turing animal, from the day our patient owned his first jack-knife, and

even earlier, be has been making things. Therefore develop the motives

of making with the infinite wealth of originality tbat tbat field opens.

Interest tbe patient in things, jobs, objective results. Let his bands be

occupied and bis mînd will be taken off bimself. To those wbo are

following military work tbe validity and resuits of this principle need

no argument.
But human nature is very complex and may be approacbed from

various angles. Visible products of his hands are not the only things

that stir in man the conviction of acconiplishment. If it is instinctive

to mould dlay into marbles, it is just as instinctive to play marbes-

and more energetic. The motives of doing like those of maleing have

unlimiîted possibilities of appeal. The problem in convalescence being

to overcomne apathy and establish desire, it is not se much what lie

does as the source of his effort that matters. In this sense the menit of

a metbod is its fitness te toucli the springs of action. It is because the
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motives of individual expression have been repressed and those of
group effort have been made dominant in the service that through the
latter curative action may be readily stimulated.

In this way it is possible to approach the patient's disability and
attitude directly and present a constructive programme of applied
exercise. In the initial examination and interview, pains are taken
to have him. see the exact deficiency of function in range and in strength
as compared with the normal. The problem that stands between him
and health is then squarely before him. Challenge him to undertake
the task and you arouse his fighting spirit. He volunteers. He is told
that he will be shown what to do and how to do it, but that he must
do the work. It is impressed on him that his object is to improve his
condition, and he is warned that he will get out of the treatment just
what he puts into it, nothing more, and that you are going to watch his
progress. Few patients indeed fail to respond with their heartiest
co-operation. Should this occur the reason lies still in the mental
attitude and must be sought out and met. Re-examination and syste-
matic supervision are as important as the initial interview in cultivating
the proper attitude.

A complementary side of this direct treatment lies in the proper
equipment and trained personnel to administer graduated exercises
suited to variaus disabilities. With the details of these methods, the
progression through muscle function training, higher co-ordination and
collective gymnastic work we need not be concerned. Suffice it to say
that the aim throughout is to combat the attitude of invalidism by
setting precise tasks, not minimizing difficulties, and appealing to the
strong motives of mastery, of seif-competition and group competition.
The resuits have been most gratifying.

To sum up the principle of the direct method as a remedy for the
mentality of convalescence. For each negative element of the latter is
substituted a positive one based on powerful emotions which the veteran
knows. Instead of allowing the patient to relinquish responsibility he
is forced to assume it by having him measure up to expectation in work-
ing out his own salvation day by day. His extreme suggestibility is
taken advantage of to impress a constructive programme stimulated
by the instincts of sport and competition. His false idealism which
would forge the facts and look for relief to something outside or beyond
reach is banished by converting him to an enthusiastic use of practical
means at hand. Lastly, lis strong gregarious habits are utilized to
cultivate an atmosphere of cure rather than of convalescence. Estab-
lish the conviction of improvement in individuals and it will spread
through a whole patient population, then collective treatment may
complete the process.
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The time has probably not yet corne to draw final conclusions re-
garding the relative psychological efficacy of different methods of treat-
ment during convalescence. Though'the war experience lias heen large,
the opportunities of careful comparison of distinct methods, conducted
to the same end and under sim ilar circumstances have been few. One's
opinions consequently reflect chiefly one's own practice. It might be
objected, for instance, that in the direct method of functional restora-
tion men are asked to concentrate on insignificant and unmannish tasks,
and that these will only emphasize the disability in their own eyes. But
the criticism reflects the standpoint of the well civilian rather than the
rnilitary convalescent. In the struggle for improvement srnall things
to him loom mountain large, and that which impresses him is what lie
does accomplish rather than what lie does not. On the other hand, the
direct method, being intensive, sliould be tempered by occupation and
objective tasks.

Among the problems of the future therefore will be the proper
balancing and interrelating of technics that will be most appropriate to
convalescence in the widest sense. The mental attitude of patients in,
war service is complex, but is immeasurably simpler than the points of
view met outside the service where patients of both sexes and ail ages
await similar assistance. To flnd the facts about the attitude of workers
in industry, for instance, is a vital task to-day that is littie more than
commenced. 'If medicine, therefore, sees -new service in the field of
industry ouglit not the psychological factor to, have a place in its pro-
gramme and an influence on its therapeutic procedures?
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ONE THOUSAND PSYCHIATRIC CASES FROM
THE CANADIAN ARMY

BY C. K. CLARKE, M.D.

Médical Director of the Canadian National Comrnittee for Mental Hygiene

and
C. B. FARRAR, M.D.

Fsychiatrist to the Department Soldiers' Civil Re-EstablishmentIN the table accompanying this brief report is presented a summary
classification of one thousand psychiatrie cases in the C.E.F. per-
sonally examined hy the authors. The list includes men who have

seen service in England and France, as well as a considerable proportion
of camp cases (service in Canada only).

The first 'column includes cases referred to the Psychiatric Clinic,
Toronto University, for special examination; cases observed during a
seven months' period at the Cobourg Military Hospital; and cases
reporting for exarnination to the Dept. S.C.R. Headquarters at Ottawa.

The second column includes 216 additional cases, discharged from
the army because of their mental disability, and distributed among ten
provincial hospitals where they were personally examined.

This groupfing has been adopted because of certain striking differences
in the character of the cases. In the first group the material from the
three sources w as found in the aggregate to be fairly comparable. *In
general this group included a much higlier percentage of milder, or more
hopeful cases. The Cobourg material particularly included many cases
which had undergone treatment for considerable periods in England
and were almost ready for discharge to independent civil life on arrivai
from overseas, or becamne so after relatively short terms of convalescence
on this side.

The contrasting feature in the provincial hospital group is the
higher percentage of severer and chronic mental conditions. This
circumstance is as it should be, and is due to the policy which the Govern-
ment has attempted consistently to follow of delaying the transfer to,
provincial institutions of mental cases from the armny so long as there
is a reasonable chance of their recovering or improving in the special
hospitals provided, from which they may pass directly into civilian life.
This policy in no sense implies an unfavourable reflection upon the
provincial hospitals. The officers of these institutions have done, and
are doing, most excellent work. Particularly in the trying times through
which we have passed when medical staff and nursing personnel every-
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where were reduced almost to the breaking point, the devotion to duty
of those charged with carrying on this work bas been worthy of high
praise. .The policy referred 'to merely indicates a recognition, which is
fortunately becomaing more general, that in addition to the regular
provincial institution special reception hospitals are necessary if the
psychiatrie work in the various communities is to be satisfactorily done.
Neither of these two types of institution can stand alone. They supple-
ment each other, and should work in closest co-operation.

So much has been written and said about the unfortunate fact that
large numbers of mental misfits and unfits were accepted for service,
that one would rather avoid further reference to it. It is not possible,
however, to do so altogether in presenting an analysis of this sort, because
it is necessary to take fairly into account the causes of these various
forms of disabîlity; and the truth is that in the great majority of the
severer mental conditions, these causes were effectively present in the
pre-war histories of the individuals concerned.

As is well known the few young psychiatrists who miglit have been
available for, conducting special examinations of recruits at the time of
enlistment went overseas almost to a man at the earliest possible moment;
and, as has been remarked, hospitals for the insane had their staffs so
depleted that they could not give adequate attention to their own
needs, much less to those of the army.

Making two or three specific comparisons of the cases tabulated in
the two groups, it is noted that dementia praecox, while it heads the
list in both, accounts for twice as many of the cases found in provincial
hospitals as in the other group. That nearly two-thirds of the ex-
service men in the provincial hospitals should be cases of deinentia
praecox is a very striking fact. Believing, as we do, that this disease
is a constitutional and developmental one, it is not going too far to Say
that the war in the majority of the cases met with merely stirred the
slumbering embers to a blaze. In somne of the milder cases, particularly
those with very short periods of service, there is evidence that the
condition on discharge from the army was flot worse than on enlistment.
In others, taking into account the progressive character of the disease,
although on discharge the condition was manifestly worse than on
enlistmnent, it would be quite impossible to say what part of this aggrava-
tion, if any, was the direct result of service conditions, rather than an
expression of the natural advance of the disease process. On the other
hand there can be no doubt that stress of service has made active many
latent mental conditions. This applies not only to certain cases of
dementia praecox, but especially to defectives and other mild or so-called
border types,
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In inspecting a group of men such as those represented in the accomn-
panying tables, one cannot escape the impression that in many instances
the tragedy was precipîtated in persons who might have got along with
a modest degree of efficiency had they flot been subjected to the unusual
strain of service. In other words they might have remained at their
normal, a poor thing at the best, but stîli of some usefulness. This was
particularly true of mariy farmn helpers and other ordinary labourers
who found themselves completely unable to measure up 10 the exacting
inilitary duties. To the uninitiated the number of such people in a
community does flot appear to be large; to those familîar with the facts
the number is flot inconsiderable. Under ordinary circumstances they
get through life, serving as hewers of wood and drawers of water with a
certain amount of success; but removed from favourable surroundings
and required tu assume responsibilities even moderately severe, they
break soon'er or later under the strain. The war bas rendered a service
in forcing upon the attention of psychiatrists and neurologises the fact
that the number of mental weaklings in every community is by no
means negligible.

Comparing again the two groups in the table the cases of primary
mental defect and manic-depressive psychosis are found t0 be less than
half as numerous in the provincial hospitals as in the other group. The
reasons are obvious. With the defectîves, their disabilîy is often
naturally of a mild nature, and while incapacitaiing for military service
dues flot preclude their return to civil life or to the supervision of their
families. In a considerable number of these individuals a psycbotic
episode developed during service but subsided more or less promptly,
leaving themn no worse than before. In the manic-depressive cases the
phase of the disease being by nature self-limited, it is clear that many
recovered and passed under their own control without requiring t0
have been transferred to a provincial hospital.

It is desired tu make special reference to the cases of neurosis. This
dîsability constitutes the storm centre of military medicîne and, one may
add, of reconstruction medicine as well. As is well known these cases
were treated in special neurological clinics, and did flot figure largely
either i the Cobourg material or in that of the other sources covered
by this report. 12.4%/ of the cases shown in the first group, or 9.7%/
of the thousand cases represented various formns of neurosis--neur-
asthenia, hysteria, etc. The point upon w.hich we wish to lay special
emphasis in Ibis connection, however, is that nu single case of neurosis
was found among the 216 ex-service men in the provincial hospitals
here represented. This fact should constitute a definitive reply to the
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complaint flot infrequently heard that cases of "sheli shock" are being
confined in provincial hospitals for the insane. By this it is flot implied
that neurotic symptoms and reactions are flot sometimes met with
among these patients. Many defective and psychotic cases are con-
spicuously susceptible of developing neurotic complexes. The point at
issue is that these patients are confined and under treatment in institu-
tions flot because of such accidental neurotic manifestations, but by
reason of their underlying major mental disability.

It will be seen that the diagnosis "malingering" han not been in-
cluded in our classification. In the first place the suspicion or conviction
of malingering, as the case may be, according to the temperament of
the examiner seems to have been closely, if not exclusively, associated
with the neurosis group which, as has been shown, is relatively small
in our material.

It is not to be denied that a few "lads with the lead " were met wîth,
several of whoin were able to give rather wonderful demonstrations.
But it is our belief that malingering is not a diagnosis but a symptom,
and that as a rule it is Prima facîe evidence of an abnormal mentality.
No difficulty was experienced in classifying these cases according to
their underlying disability. In our experience malingerers who are
normal are rare and should flot be difficult for a trained observer to
detect, as it requires unusual mental capacity to simulate the most subtle
of aIl diseases. As a matter of fact highly intelligent and normally
developed individuals are flot ordinarily found in situations where
malingering is likely to be resorted to.

One of the striking lessons to be learned from a survey such as the
foregoing is that there is urgent need of greater attention being paid
to psychiatric instruction in the medical sehools of Canada. Trained
men in this line of work are relatively few, and mental hospitals every-
where are understaffed. Already sucli universities as Toronto and
McGill have taken account of the requirements in this connection, and
in the new six years curricula psychology and psychopathology will
receive more adequate attention; and in addition to, the regular courses
in these subjects, there will be an importan t series of options available
for those who are inclined to make psychiatry their life study. While
it is realized that accomplished specialists of any kind cannot be devel-
oped during the years of training in a medical school, it is during this
time that the foundation must be laid, and it is hoped, that the teaching
attitude in the universities will tend to direct the attention of medical
atudents to, the opportunities and posibilities in the wide and still too
little occupied field of neuro-psychiatry, and help to decide the careers
of those whose inclinations may lie in the direction of this special branch
of medicine.
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Diagnosis Toronto, Cobourg, Ten Provincial TOttawa Hospitals Total

Dementia Praecox.......... 245 31.5% 137 63.4% 382 38.2%
Primary Mental Defect..... 199 25.3 24 11.1 223 22.3
Manic-depressive Psychosis.. 94 12. 11 5.1 105 10.5
Neurosis...... ..... 97 12.4 .... 97 9.7
Cerebro-spinal Lues (incl.

Paresis).......... ... 24 3. 15 7. 39 3.9
Not Yet Diagnosed......... 23 2.9 10 4.6 33 3.3
Alcoholic Psychosis, . ..... 23 2 9 5 2.3 28 2.8
Paranoid Conditions..... 20 2 5 6 2.7 26 2.6
Psychopathic Inferiority.... 20 2.5 1 .5 21 2.1
Epilepsy................. 20 2.5 1 .5 21 2.1
Hyponchondriasis........ 7 .9 .... .... 7 .7

Organic Brain Disease... . ., 3 .4 3 1.3 6 .6
Delirium.................. 3 .4 1 .5 4 .4
Cerebral Defect from Skull

W ound................. 2 .3 .... .... 2 .2
Involutional Depression.. .,. 2 .3 .... .... 2 .2
Somatopsychosis.............1 .1 1 .5 2 .2
Arteriosclerotic Psychosis . ... .... 1 .5 1 .1
Brain Tumour..............1 .1 .... .... 1 .1

784 78.4 216 21.6 1,000
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MENTAL EXCITEMENT IN A PSYCIIOPATHIC
HOSPITAL: ITS PREVENTION AND CAltE

BY NURSING SISTER ELIZABETH MILLS, C.A.M.G.
Cobourg Mititary Hospîtkd.THE diminution of noise and mental excitement in a Psychopathic

Hospital is a very important and practical problem which goes
to the root of many difficulties connected with the management

of the insane. It is universally accepted that in any institution of this
kind the amonut of disturbance should be reduced to a minimum and the
extent to which this bas been accomplished may be taken as an index
of the good management of the hospital. The difference between the
state of the " Bedlams " of the past and the mental hospitals of the
present day, is largely the resuit of better methods of securing that
quietness which is indispensable for the successful treatment of patients.
Since consideration of prevention is inseparable from that of causation
our starting point is clearly indicated; we shall refer to, several specific
factors which are most commonly present to, break that peace which
should be characteristic of any institution devoted to, the treatment of
mental disease.

One of the chief causes of disturbance is mental excitement of the
patients. This excitement may be either of two kinds; there is on the
one hand the mental excitement due directly to disease as of the person
suffering from the delirium of an acute toxic psychosis; this is an essen-
tial excitement caused by some abnormal stimulus arising withîn the
body; in many cases no external sense impressions reach the patient's
consciousness; it is therefore amenable only to, treatment whîch lias an
effect on the disease itself. Obviously the control of sucli excitement
must be left to the medical officers, the nurse's only duty being to report
its occurrence immediately and execute the physician's orders. Such
cases are comparatively rare-in fact in the Cobourg Mihitary Hospital
not more than six cases comîng within this category can be found on our
wards at any one time.

There is, on the other hand, the mental excitement which is the re-
action to some irritation in the environment acting on patients sensitized
to, irritation. This may be called non-essential excitement, it is temporary
and paroxysmal in character and naturally subsides with the removal of
the'irritation. It is this preventable excitement which causes by far the
greatest proportion of disturbances on our wards and its, prevention and
control devolve chiefly flot on the medical ofilcers but on the nursing
staff. The best means of influencing this kind of excitement: lies in the
discovery and removal of the source of the irritation. A well directed
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attempt to grapple with this problem will test to the utmost the origin-
ality, resourcefulness and powers of observation of the mental nurse.
However the reward is great and the benefits follow so speedily that the
relationship between cause and effect are obvious to, ail.

The sources of avoidable irritation to patients are innumerable.
Demented individuals, like infants, when restless and troublesome, are
usually suffering from some bodily discomfort. We have known such
patients tô become quiet after the relief of a distended bladder or rectum,
a gastric lavage, the extraction of decayed teeth, the removal of an in-
growing toe-nail, or surgical attention to, a suppurating ear. Night
nurses have maintained quietness by giving a drink of warm milk, a soda
biscuit or a littie tobacco to their charges. Numerous otber ways of
sparing the feelings of excitable patients and sheltering them from a
multiplicity of irritating stimuli will occur to any tboughtful nurse who
studies the habits and environment of ber patients. It is. obvious that
such discriminating enquiries cannot be carried out in an atmosphere
of turmoil and confusion, wherein abnormal physical conditions are al-
most certain to be overlooked and misunderstood; the nurse respon-
sible for the treatment of mental excitement under the latter conditions
is me-rely groping in the dark.

Every noisily excited patient should at once be placed where be
cannot disturb bis fellow patients; therefore, provision bas been made
on each ward for a partially isolated room to wbicb the disturbed sufferer
can come accompanied by one or more nurses to administer suitable
treatment until calmness is restored and the danger of inflaming the
others bas passed. At the same time measures directed towards the
improvement of the general bealth of the patient and which operate
indirectly to reduce the severity of mental symptoms must be under-
taken; the more serious cases are prescribed treatment in the continuous
bath, or some other formn of bydrotherapy; the dietary must be generous,
-the ration issued in the main dining room having a food value of 4000
calories with over 150 gras. of protein; special and extra diets are pro-
vided where indicated and whenever possible occupational treatments
and amusements are given in the open air. Sucb measures in the vast
majority of cases produce the necessary calmative effect, thus making it
unnecessary to employ chemical bypnotics and sedatives with their
well-known deleterious effects.

The Cobourg Military Hospital, being organized on the so-called
6non-restraint" systema, seclusion and mechanical restraînt are pro-

hîbited by the Standing Orders of the Officer Commanding and al
methods of a harsh intimidating or repressive nature are vigorously
proscribed. Coercive measures, we bave learned, Iay the foundation for
future irritability by engendering a spirit of antagonism towards the
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Hospital and resistance to its tlierapeutic agencies. Undesirable acci-
dents such as destructive episodes, violent outbreaks, suicides and
escapes are prevented by a close but unobtrusive supervision of eacli
individual patient; doors to ail dormitories occupied by patients are
therefore kept open except when a nurse or orderly is in attendance.
Every precaution is taken to foresee and avoid situations which might
lead to violent conduct.

There is no doubt that women nurses though they cannot command
effectuai physical means of controlling them, manage mental patients
with less irritation and fewer outbreaks than occur when maie attendants
are in charge. Nursing sisters in this Hospital are almost ubiquitous.
They are found not only on all wards both by day and night, but, if the
visitor passes to the dining room, the recreation hall, occupational
therapy groups on the lawns-in fact to any portion of the premîses
where there are patients, lie invariably sees one or more nursing sisters
directing the operations and watchful for ominous symptoms. Those
who feel that the insane will take advantage of the milder methods of
treatment little appreciate the power a well poised properly tauglit
expert nurse can exercise by calm persuasion and mental suggestion.
Ward disorders can be more easily prevented by the judicious words of a
quiet, self-possessed gentle-toned woman nurse than by the threats and
stormy commands of an angry orderly.

The following brief case summary serves to illustrate the difference
between the modern treatment of the mental case and the older metliods:

Private C- was admitted to this hospital from a convoy. His
documents sliowed that he had made an attack on an orderly in an
asylum and he was described as homicidal;- information was given that
on account of his violent and destructive propensities it liad been neces-
sary to confine hlm in a padded room and to keep himn restrained by
mechanical means for a considerable period. He came to us in a straight
jacket with severe bruises over bis entire body and the tips of bis fingers
deeply excoriated from bis, efforts to free himself. His facial expression
was one of extreme terror and when the orderlies approached to transfer
him from the stret 'cher to the bed lie gave a frightened shriek. His
escort warned the nurse that if the jacket were removed the patient would
surely kilt somebody; nevertheless the matron without hesitation en-
tered h is room alone, placed a cigarette between his lips, lighted it for him
and at once proceeded with lier scissors to cut the offensive confining
apparatus from bis body. The siglit of the nurse's uniformn seemed to
bring both surprise and reassurance for lie asked, "Do you have nurses
to take care ofushlere?" The words were at once an indictment of the
sliackling and terrorizing methods of bis former treatment and a touching
testimony of the confidence reposed in the nursing sisters by the wounded
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soldier--even the soldier "wounded in mind". This patient did flot
speak an irrational word during bis treatment here; within a few days
he was given parole privileges and in less than three months was dis-
charged to bis home fully recovered,

0f ail individuals connected with the Hospital none can do more to
disturb its peace than the nurses and orderlies; therefore, it is of the
utmost importance that only capable conscientious individuals should
be chosen to fill the ranks of the staff. In dealing with the psychoses
good nursing is much more important as a rule than medicinal or
surgical procedures and therefore the general intelligence and natural
disposition of its personnel supplemented by their conception of duty
and knowledge of nursing, determine in large measure the curative
atmospbere by wbich the patients are surrounded during their hospital
residence. Those who show a lack of suitable temperament and of
sound, sensible, dependable qualifies and wbo pcrsist in disturbing the
wards by boisterous behavior and frivolous conduct, show a glaring want
of consideration for their patients and must undergo careful training
to eradicate these defects. Noisiness amongst psychotic subjects is as
infectious as measles, therefore, the staff must learn to bandle keys,
dishes, doors and furniture gently and quietly. They are requested to
wear rul)ber heels and cultivate a noiseless tread; tbey must understand
the necessity of promptly answering the telephone and wai ter. Shouting
commands to patients or fellow workers is regarded as inexcusable.
Nurses must acquire the habit of speaking lowly and distinctly-if a
nursing sister is negligent in these matters she need not wonder if ber
orderlies regard them ligbtly.

The corridors in the bospital bave been covered witb battlesbip
linoleum and rubber treads, to abolish the noisiness caused by the
irritating tramp of many feet on hardwood floors; the blowing of whistles
and ringing of belîs bas been restricted to emergency alarms. It bas
been found that even a disorderly appearance of the wards is suggestive;
bence the importance of keeping the hospital at ail times scrupuiously
neat and dlean from, roof to ceilar; and of repairing immediately acci-
dental damage to walls, paint and equipment; no detail is too small to
deserve attention in our campaign to reduce to a minimum the number
of irrîtating stimuli from every source.

It must flot be forgotten that in the less acute cases occupation
promotes quietude. We have ail noticed how mucli more excitable
patients become wben for any reason the usuai amount of occupation
cannot be arranged. Fortunately for the patients here, provision has
been made for carefully graded bodily and mental exercise for every
suitabie case: basketry, bead work, typewriting, carpentry, shoe-making,
painting, athletic sports, musical drill, educational classes, dancing and
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musical instruction have been so organized that a definite programme
may be mapped out for each patient to fill the entire day from the time
of rising till bedtime. Even in the case of those whose bodies must
remain inactive, employment and diversion are provided at the bedside
by the ward aides detailed to the acute dormitories. Much is lacking
in the endeavours of any nurse if listless and unemployed patients are a
customary sight on her ward.

Owing to the excellence of the therapeutic facilities in this hospital
one misses many unseemly spectacles which are all too common in
Institutions for the Insane less generously staffed and equipped. There
is an absence of "herding ", of the drooling statuesque, unkempt appear-
ance of advanced dementia; visiting psychiatrists have frequently com-
mented on the fact that the special attention and supervision provided
has given our cases the appearance of an exceptionally mild type. The
morbid process is the same however and there is no doubt that under less
favourable conditions mental disintegration would be as rapid and com-
plete in the case of our patients as in those seen on the chronic wards of
any asylum where patients are given only custodial care.

Though cognizant of our inability to attain perfection and to secure
the entire abolition of maniacal excitement in our hospital, yet, as the
staff become more proficient in the application of the newer methods we
are approaching closer and closer to that ideal. Experience has con-
vinced me that by unceasing vigilance in checking troublesome and
disorderly tendencies before they have formed into habits and by per-
severance in an attitude of kindness-towards the patient-not a mere
sentimental kindness-but a constructive kindness based on an under-
standing of the deeper springs of the aberrant behavior of the mentally
deranged, the atmosphere of any institution for the mentally afflicted
can and should be made as quiet and peaceful as that of any well-con-
ducted General Hospital.
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THE SOCIAL SERVICE PROBLEMS 0F THE
.TEWISH IMMIGRANT

BY DAVID H. FAUMAN, M.B.
Toronto.

"'Ere's a stranger Bill, 'eave 'anf a brick at 'im."-Punch.IN return for the privileges of citizenship granted the immigrant, his
complete and rapid Canadianization is desired. To obtain this
resuit the immigrant must be helped along the right path. Effective

aid cannot be rendered unless the racial peculiarities and particular
problems of each immigrant group are definitely understood.

The important causes of Jewîsh immigration are religious and
political, therefore the Jewish immigration comes in periodic waves, as
the tides of persecution in the coun trîes of Eastern and Southern Europe
ebb and flow.

From the standpoint of social service there are three classes ofJewish immigrants. First, the older people-the parents;, second, thebabies brouglit here or born shortly ai tcr arrivai; and third, the youngpeople just entering adult lufe. Each class bas distinct problems and
points of view that require different methods of solution.

It is not easy for the Jew to emîgrate, and lie is firmly rooted even in
those countries that force him to leave. He has lived there for centuries,
the fields are partly fertilized with the blood of bis massacred ancestors,
his language has adopted words and phrases of his step-country, lie lias
grown up in its customs, has developed traditions there and his own
culture and ethics have been furthered there for ages.

Suddenly he must break aIl ties and start once more on lis wander-
ings. He remembers quite well how other countries have treated his
people and deep down in bis heart arise both the question and fear as
to his probable reception.

When lie arrives amidst a strange people with a foreign language and
customs, lie seeks the prior arrivaIs of his own people, who, because of
different dietary and religious requirements are already living in one
neigbbourhood. Thus there develops the Jewish section of the city.

Now comnes the process of disintegration hefore construction can
begin. At home the Jew was usually the sole support and master of the
family. The boys received a good Hebrew education and also a secular
one if the Iaws of the land permitted such to be acquîred, the girls re-
mained at borne. In Canada the father alone cannot support the bouse-
bld, the children must go to work, help maintain the family and become
economîcally independent, and the parental autbority must perforce
weaken. The strict orthodox religious views are gradually modified and
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flnally more or less discarded by the children, and the children them-
selves deveiop according to the customs of the country. Their parents'
ways are no longer their ways, points of view are no longer in accord, and
an invisible wall arises. The old traditions are gone, new ones are flot
yet fashioned.

The Jewish paterfamxilias stands bewildered among the tottering
pillars of bis old established customns and traditions; the present is un-
certain and the future doubtful to him. Constantly lie lives in the fear
that ail this peace and quiet which hie is enjoying are but temporary and
lie mistrusts bis surroundings, gazing anxiously at the political horizon
to discern the old signs of impending persecutions which the history of

two tbousand years have taught himi to expect. He has good cause " to
fear the Greeks tho' they bring gifts".

The passing years luli bis suspicions; so lie bas bis compensations and
amidst ail the hardships of body and soul lie lives at least in peace. Then
there are the children. They grow up into free citizens, enter business
and the professions and ordinarily take honoured places amongst their
fellow men.

So the Jew in his declining years gazes out into the future praying
that perhaps here at last a permanent, peaceful haven lias been found.

Let us now consider the immigrant child. In the foreign section in

wbicb lie lives, neither bis enviromnent nor companions are of the best.
Besides the Jewish children, bis associates usually are the children of
the poorer natives or of the foreigners of various nationalities. He sees a
good deal of the seamy side of life. Often lie must assist in the support
of the faily so that after scliooi hours lie is a newsboy, a telegrapli
messenger, etc. Here again bis environment and associates leave much

to be desired, and lie becomes world-wise very young in life.
Otherwise lie is like any other cbild and grows up a typical citizen of

the country. There is, of course, a certain amount of friction with bis
Christian neiglibour but it does not assume serious proportions.

Better opportunity for the chuldren is one of the causes for Jewish
immnigration. To the "People of the Book" education is of supreme im-
portance. Very often an entire family for years practises the greatest
economies and self-effacement so that one or more of the chuldren may
get aprofessional education. For centuries the Jewish communal leaders
were the educated men and no work is too bard for the parents and older
brothers and sisters in order that the young ones may obtain an educa-
tion.

But wlietber the Jewisb immigrant chuld realizes it or flot, bis greatest
problemns are flot witb the strangers but in bis own home and community.
Me grows up under surroundings and associations différent than those
his parents faced but lie realizes that lie muet get a double education,
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secular and Hebrew. His parents' ways, manners, customs and entire
conception of life are different from those with wbom he cornes in con-
tact. H1e is young, malleable, adaptable, whereas the parents do flot
so readily accommodate themselves to changes, religious regulations are
flot so important to him and lie finds thirgs irksome and unreasonabie
at home. Parent and chiid do flot readily sec eye to, eye, and an invisible
waii arises between them. It is the age-oid conflict between the young
and the old doubiy intensified here because compietely différent con-
ceptions of life and civilizatîon are in battie.

The child matures and if be possesses the proper qualities, lic does
flot become estranged but pulls bis family up with him into the liglit.
Jewish famiiy life and the mutual devotion of parent and child are
tbings of beauty. The pity of it is that both parents and children must
fight their batties alone, flot aiways comprehendiiig the underiying
causc s.

Then there is the young aduit wbo cornes here in tbe early twenties.
His probiems are different, and aithougli he usuaiiy bas a good educa-
tion, yet sbortiy after arrivai must enter tbe factory or sbop. H1e
realizes quickly that bis saivation lies in rnastering tbe language and
manners of tbe country; however, lie rnust help at home, so he spends
ail day at hard work, and at night burries to the evening sebools. Natur-
aily bis progres is slow, for wbiie his mmnd is aiert and he is too far
advanced for bis parents, yet he cannot keep pace witli the gr"owing
youngsters.

He reads voraciously for be can here obtain translations in Yiddish
of the best works aimost on any subject. Tbe nevV worid does flot fill
bim with enthusiasm as he is a thougbtfui individual and too frequently
introspective. Not only is be nationaliy conscious to start witli, but
poor economic conditions and labour exploitation soon make him fuliy
class conscious. Among the great middle ciass of bis people he is the
intellectual leader, and is a stauncli trade unionist; new movements for
social or economic improvements obtain converts from such as lie.
Having seen or suffered from, oppression and persecutions in the oid
country he is ready to be the champion and often the dupe of any cause
if it appears to be worth whule.

Whereas the parents are contented bere because peace bas been
found and the babies grow up înto citizens knowing no other lîfe, he
expects and demnands in a democratic, liberty-loving country, social and
economic fair play and justice flot only for himself but for ail mankind.
The writer is convinced that the best instincts and characteristics of the
Hebrew which can be of value to the country are to lie found in the large
sulent body of young immigrant Jews.

The immigrant may remain a tailor or shoe-maker ail bis fife, but lie
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is a thinking man. Having suffered and studied he inspires his children
to attain high ideals and principles. The immigrant child who, grows
up here rnay becomne a good citizen but at times he drifts from lis people
completely and does flot bring forth that distinctive Hebraic contribu-
tion to civilization for which two thousand years of peculiar heredity
and environm-ent have prepared him. Here, as is the rule ail the world
over, it is the large sulent middle class which forms the nation's founda-
tion.

It is now readily apparent that these three groups with their different
social problems and mental aspects require different methods of approach
and development.

A few words on the so-called Jewish neurosis are needed before we'
discuss these developments. The Jew is often, and with some truth,
called a neurotic, or " highly nervous ". As a race, nervous maladies are
frequent amongst them. The causes, perhaps, are less well known.

For centuries the Jew of Russia, Poland, etc., was segregated and not
allowed in the professions, on the farms or in the skilled employments.
His main source of a livelihood was in trading amongst his own people
or with the native peasantry. Against the brute force of the ignorant
peasant and the sullen priesthood he had to match his wit and cunning.
His living was a precarious one, and he had plenty of cause to mistrust
his neighbour and government, as periods of peaoe were always followed
by persecutions. Living always with the feeling of being on the edge
of a precipice, his mental tension was great, and being constantly under
great mental pressure the result was a marked effect on his nervous
system. It is interesting to note how the old immigrant Jew and his
children or grandchildren who grow up here react to the samne tests.
Whatever neurosis the second or third generation may present they are
generally those due to the high pressure and complexity of our modern
civilization from which ahl alike suifer. It proves that the hereditary
factor amongst the Jews at least in that regard is not so important as
the environment.

The Jew in the old. country lived a much simpler life, and the rapidity
and complexity of life here affect the, first few generations more readily.
They are not so, prepared to stand thîs new strain. The same thing is
often found in the rural native population that is suddenly thrown into
the vortex of a large City.

From the standpoint of social service to the Jewish immigrant, how
must those three classes above-mentioned -be approached? ?rimarily
patience, a broad spirit of tolerance and fair play, and a knowledge of
the people are essential. The old Jewish immigrant must be nmade to
understand that he has nothing to fear, that there is "4no chipmunk in
the wood-pile", that the full privileges of citizenship are his in return
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for loyalty and decency. His superstitions and ignorance of modern
life which he brings from the out-of-the-way littie villages of Russia,
must flot be scorned, but patiently removed. Ail his confidence must be
obtained, as he needs assurance and encouragement.

The problem, of the child is more within reacli though difficult, and
this young member of society needs above ail, a decent envirofiment and
proper companions. The slums of any city affect Jew and Gentile child
alike. The East Side of New York produces its gangsters irrespective
of their nationality. Overcrowding, the presence of brothels, moral and
mental defectives and unsanitary conditions in any section are not
conducive to good citizenship.

The young aduit immigrant needs, above ail], more opportunities for
education and technical training; plenty of night schools, where also,
vocational training can be obtained. Liberty at times is a dangerous
intoxicant, but material welfare and economic prosperity are potent
factors in the development of a sane conservatism. The young immigrant
is anxious enougli to work and study to improve his condition, and we
must give him those opportunities so that he does not feel himself ex-
ploited, and it is essential to remove whatever lurking discontent or dis-
illusionment to which lie is subject. The country must assume the duties
of parenthood in order to obtain parental respect and devotion.

One may dlaim that what has been said of the Jewish immigrant is
in a large measure true of ail foreigners who come here. That is so, but
the case of the Jew is further complicated by the following facts.

The Russian, Italian or any other immigrant brings with him some-
thing which forms a ready and intimate bond with the native citizen,
and admits him instinctively more readily into the bosom of the family,
as it were. That is the question of religion, and it is right and proper
that it is so. These have the great factor of a common spiritual under-
standing and the Christian foreigner lias in his religion a strong, earnest,
sincere and powerful ail that prevents him from feeling completely alone.

Furthermore, the immigrant from Italy or Russia, for example, brings
witli him a great faith and pride in the power of the country of bis birth.
He lias something-Tngble to depend on or appeal to in case of need or
abuse. The foreign representative or council of his native land is able
and ready to protect him if necessary, so that the foreigner lias a solid
foundation and does not feel himself completely helpless.

.With the Jew it is different. His religion keeps him apart, and only
too often lias lie suffered because of it. There is no powerful native land
to protect or intrcd for him, and while it is true that he may mentally
exaggerate these facts, yet they contain a large measure of truth. Two
thousand years of wandering have proven this to him. It is a handicap
which the Jew kf ýalizes.
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This article is not meant to be a polemic on immigration or the Jewish
immigrant. Sufficient to say that the Jew brings a certain definite con-
tribution to the suma total of the country's civilization, and that as a
race lie also gives his share of mental and moral undesirables. One could
draw up a list, as it were, on one side placing ail the good qualities and
famous names among the Jews, and on the opposite side list ail the
crimes and criminals, but one cannot thus readily card-index or catalogue
a people. " You cannot indict a whole nation" said Edmund Burke.

We desire the Jew to assume the full responsibilities of citizenship.
If we understand his problems, we can help hlm the more readily to
readli that condition. Such was the purpose of this article. It is in our
power to be of service and yet be weIl repaid. Ail that it requires is the
application of those Christian principles of charity, forbearance, toleranoe
and fair play which the Jew of Galilee so ably preached.
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APPLICATIONS 0F PSYCHIATRY TO
INDUSTBIAL IIfYGIENE*

STANLEY COBB, M.D.
Assistant Neurologist, Massachusetts General lHospital, and Neuro-

Psychiatrist in Industrial ilygiene, Hiarvard Médical SchoolW Eare nowadays being constantîy reminded that we stand on
the threshold of a reconstruction period. Warnings and
advice emanate from varied sources--statesmen, financiers,

industrial leaders and unemployed workers. A glance at the daily
papers shows us that social unrest and industrial discontent are problems
of immediate importance. A study of the more technical literature in
the fields of political economy, education, industrial management,
psychology, medicine, and social service, shows that a great many
people are thinking, and thinking intclligently, about these problems.
The hopeful aspect of the situation is that, whether the point of view
is that of the industrial manager trying to reduce labour turnover or
that of the physiologist investigating fatigue, there is shown a feeling
of broad humanitarianism, a desire to understand each member of the
industrial systema as an individual, and a reaction against the old system
of exploiting labour to produce wealth.

It is in just this field of understanding, the individual worker and
his reaction, that psychiatry is of use. Carleton Parker (1) even goes
so far as to say: " Modern labour unrest has a basis more psycho-
pathological than psychological, and it seems accurate to describe
modern industrialism as mentally insanitary". Some causes of this
mentally insanitary condition are brought out by Marot (2) in a book
entitled Creative Impulse in Industry. Modern business enterprise and
machine technology are said to have extinguished the joy of the creative
experienoe; craftsm 'anship is a thing of the past; an article owes its
existence to an infinite numnber of persons, and a worker's claim to the
product of his labour is merged in an infinity of claims which totally
impersonalizes the industry. The worker has become a mere factory
attachment, and surrenders himself to the rhythm of the machine.
Thus creative desire lias been lost and the only reason left forlabouring
is the predatory desire to possess wealth-to get paid off and-to do as
littie work as possible for as large a reward as possible. But this is
only one of many difficulties. Among the economiîsts, Parker lias been
the pioneer and lias most vigorously preached the necessity of under-
standing human behaviour, and especially industrial behaviour, from
an individual standpoint. In his paper, Motives in Economic Life, (1)

*Reprinted frorn Thse Journal of Industial Hygîene, November, 1919.
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be says: "We economists speculate littie on human motives. We are

not curious about the great basis of fact which dynamic and bebaviour-

istic psychology bas gathered to, illustrate the instinct stimulus to human

activity. Most of us are flot interested to, think of wbat a psychologically

full or satisfying Mie is. . . . Our economic literature shows that we

are but rarely curious to know whether industrialism is suited to man's

inherited nature, or what man in turn will do to our rules of economic

conduct in case these rules are repressive". When human motives are

isolated, described, and compared, such phenomena as business con-

fidence, the release of work energy, the decay of workmanship, decline

in the thrift habit, and labour unrest may be analyzed with somne intelli-

gence. But the careless a priori deductions touching human nature

which stili dominate our orthodox texts must be discarded. As a

substitute for the orthodox and vague concept of human nature Parker

gives a list of "some sixteen instinct unit characters which are present

under the labourer's blouse and insistently demand the samne grati-

fication that is, witb painful care, planned for the college student".

In bis analysis of the I. W. W. Parker (3) shows that thwarting these

instincts and condemning the worker to a life of limited bappiness,

restricted personal development, and desolation when sick, brings

about a state of mind which amounts to, an industrial psychosis. He

says the I. W. W. is purely a symptom, and can be "profitably viewed
only as a psychological by-product of the neglected children of indus-

trial America". In other words wc must treat these "nientally in-

sanitary" conditions not only by shortening hours and increasing pay,

but by so, educating the cbildren that they will be able to, use their time

off in ways that give constructive satisfaction to, the instinctive cravings

we ail have for gregariousness, productiveness, motberliness, exercîse of

initiative, acquisition, ostentation, etc.

Other economists are taking up a similar point of view: Taussig (4)

has shown that the pay envelope is, not a satisfactory motive for work-

other satisfactions are equally or more important. Irving Fisher (5)

looks forward to the day when we will bave a truer understanding of the

nature of human freedom, saying: "What we liberty loyers are really

gropin g for is, apparently, not to do as we think we please, but to do

what will actually please us after it is done; that is, to, satisf y fairly well

ail the great fundamental human instincts, of which there are many

besides the instinct of self-preservation or of making a living. The

workmnan not only longs for more pay, but he hungers and thirsts for

other things which he cannot formulate, because $0 largely unconscious".

Tead (6) sounds the saine note in hîs discussion of labour unrest, saying

thýLt a considerable part of it is really pathological and " might be called

a definite industrial psychosis". Veblen, Wolf, and others are writing
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in a similar strain. So it appears that the cconomists arc becorning
psychiatrists and are showing the way to the physician. If thc physician
is to take bis rightful place in developing the mental hygiene of industry
he must forget orthodox psychiatry (as the economist seerus to be for-
getting eut and dried political econorny> and interest himself in a dyn-
amiîc, individual psychology which recognizes the essentials of human
nature and at last begins to analyze for us the elements of which human
nature really consists, looking on cach case as a human experiment in
reaction to environment.

Sarah Murphy, aged 43, Catholic, a fur sewer in a department store
in Boston, cornes into the out-patient departmaent of the Massachusetts
General Hospital complaining of pain and numbness of her right hand.
She goes to the medical, neurological, and industrial clinics, and after
several visits acquires the diagnosis of "Occupational Neurosis'". The
social service department then takes ber in band, and finds out that the
numbness of ber band began at about the time ber oldest son went to
France. Just previous to bis departure he had married a Protestant
girl, and because of bis motber's antagonism to the match, the cerernony
bad been secretly performed in a Protestant churcb and the mother had
flot been informed until afterwards. The patient was in the habit of
getting breakfast and supper for ber oth.>r two sons wbom she was
educating in technical scbools. Beside this she worked ail day at the
store. On Sundays she was too tired to do anytbing, but dragged
berself to cburcb as a duty. It was found possible to, send ber away
for a two weeks' rest, a scholarsbip was procured for one son, and a job
for the other wbereby be was enabled to pay for bis own tuition. Witb
this relief, and a superficial explanation tbat ber trouble was due to,
work and worry, a cure was brougbt about.

Any one interested in tbe psychogenesis of mental breakdowns can
easily see the mecbanism: the emotional shock of the older son 's marriage
taking the joy out of the mother's life; the feeling of self-pity arising
from ber long hours of work, the feeling tbat the situation was intoler-
able, and the inability to face tbis situation, ail finally tended to bring
about the hysterical. escape tbrough the development of ber symptoms.
This is exactly the mechanisma we have become so familiar with in the
war neurosis. And if the department store physician had been interested
in psychiatrie problems, a haîf bour's interview, a visit or two of the
nurse to the home, and the cure would bave been brought about ex-
peditiously without recourse to tbe necessarily slow and cumbersome
diagnostic machine of a great hospîtal; and both the store and the
patient would have been saved some weeks of work. Such cases can
be found everywbere, our wards and dispensaries are full of patients
to wbom the doctors apply long meaningless labels-" neurasthenia,
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"psychasthenia", "psychoneurosis "-and for whom they do littie. By
an investigation of the patients personal problems, an understanding
of the usual reactions of the human being, and by simple help in readjust-
îng the patient to the environment, a great deal can be done.

It is not only the cases of illness that should be attacked in this
way. Many people with similar unbearable situations do not develop
the usual symptoms that we recognize as illness. They merely become
înefficient, restless, wander away from their jobs, or become radîcals
and bolshevists (7). Peabody (8) and his collaborators found an
interesting example of this in the cases of Effort Syndrome studied at
U.S.A. General Hospital No. 9. A striking number of the histories
showed that in civil life these men drifted from one employment to
another, neyer breaking down enougli to consuit a physician, but adding
their number to the shifting, inefficient labour element so costly to
employers. It took the rigour of army life, with no possibility of
escape by moving on, to bring out their symptoms. Before these
people have left their work or have been fired for inefficiency, they
should be interviewed by someone competent to understand themn and
their probable troubles. At such times advîce from a physician, the
loan of some money, a visit to a sick child or wife, orany of the thousand
possible personal and individual aids, might save the worker from
becoming soured, keep him from joining the ranks of the discontented,
and prevent the development of a litigant and paranoid personality.
Employment managers are beginning to recognize these facts and are
using varîous methods to alleviate the troubles: one firm employs a
lawyer especially to watch the oan sharks and help out employees in
financial difficulty. Others keep man-record charts (9) and watch
carefully the workers' efficiency. Too often this is merely for purposes
of sizing up the employee, but one firm has shown that frequently a
drop ini a man's efficiency can be traced to personal difficulties of a
nature that can be helped.

Sa we get back to the necessity of understanding human nature 'and
of giving to the fundamental human cravings an outlet. The instinct
of self-preservation is partially satisfied with the pay envelope; welfare
work helps ta make possible satisfaction of the instinct of home-building;
but with our present industrial systemn it is harder to seS how the cravings
for self.essertion, creation, excitement, and the like can be met. The
atmosphere created by the division of labour and scientîfic management,
is repressive to ail these instincts-the man may develop a feeling of
inferiority, and unless given some outlet he will become discontented
and get satisfaction through striking, drinking or other abnormal sub-
limation. These are mental problemns and must be so looked upon by
physicians interested in mental hygiene, but the whole problema is 80
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complex that at present most industrial physicians will consider it more
expedient to watch for the psychotic symptoms to appear in individuals
and then do their bcst to treat them sympathetically in the light of
their knowledge of industrial psychology.

The recent work donc in the personnel dcpartment of the army lias
awakened wide interest in the possibility of applying mental tests to
applicants for industrial positions. The ultimate aim is to fit the job
to the man so well that discontent xviii be minimizcd and labour turn-
over reduced. Bail (10) advocates the establishment of laboratories
for the thorough medical and psychological examination of ail employees;
lie believes that in this way men can be fitted immediately to the right
occupation, without the costly experiment of trial. Although his paper
reads well, it is not convincing and the methods advocated seem generally
impracticable. In the army work, however, the psychologists certainly
showed that they could pick out the capable men by comparatively
short group tests, and Bail gives outlines of similar tests. In a more
restricted way mental tests have been applied in industry for some
years. Jaques (11) had excellent resuits in choosing typists and steno-
graphers for certain types of work by psychological tests, and the results
of these tests correlated well with the output later shown by these
employees. Lamb (12) also reports success in gaining better judgment
for selection and placement of employees by intelligence tests. On the
other hand, Kelly (13) exposes some fallacies of the army rating system,
especially in its application to industry. Strictly speaking, these tests
have psychiatric interest only when used for the detection of subnormal
individuals, but they seem to be of value from the prophylactic stand-
point in reducing misfits in the shops-and mal-adaptation to environ-
ment is the basis for many mental breakdowns. In the present state of
our knowledge perhaps Johnson's (14) suggestion is the best: he recom-
mends that factory training departments be installed in ail plants as
testing places for applicants for factory work. And he dlaims that by
thus eliminating incompetent and unqualified candidates the morale
of the departments is kept at a higlier level and labour turnover is
decreased.

Fatigue is another subject that comes into the field of industrial
psychiatry. A great deal of work has been donc by physiologises on
neuro-muscular fatigue, and by the psychologists on mental fatigue.
Spaeth (15) lias recently reviewed the whole subject thoroughly and
brouglit the two points of view together. Thougli a biological physi-
ologist, he has given the psychological element in fatigue its just due.
He states that laboratory subjects and industrial subjects are absolutely
incomparable units. H1e uses the term "iîndustrial fatigue " for the
daily and weekly weariness resulting from industrial work, and suggests
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the term "industrial psychoneurosis" for the "gradually accumulating

fatigue of the over-driven industrial worker". Overwork, however, is

not the fundamental cause of neurosis or psychoneurosis. These dis-

orders are fundamentally emotional breakdowns due to lack of satis-

faction with life, so the theory that the etiology is "gradually accumu-

lating fatigue" is untenable. The 'iymptoms may simulate fatigue, but

neuro-muscular fatigue is cured by simple rest, and these conditions are

flot. " Industrial psychoneurosis " are simply neurosis with an occupa-

tional colouring due to the work in which the individual happens to be

engaged.
The mechanismn of such a neurosis is typically something like this:

An individual is in an intolerable situation which he is constitutionally
unable to dominate; the reaction of a neurosis sets in with depression

of spirits, irritability, preoccupation, self-pity, etc., but a conventional

cause for the decreased efficiency must be found to rationalize the

situation, so the individual cails it overwork. Obviously with this idea

of overwork in mind the symptomn usually acquired is fatigue or asthenia,
but frequently symptoms more closely associated with the work are

developed, such as paralysis of parts of the body necessary for work,

muscular pains making work impossible, tremors, or even epileptiform

seizures. The case quoted above is an example of emotional break-
down fromn personat causes taking on an occupational symptomnatology.

The work may have determined the form of the symptomns but there

is no evidence that it had much to do with the development of the

trouble. Work may, of course, be an etiological factor, but not through

so simple a mechanismi as accumulated, fatigue. Work that represses

emotional cravings often brings out neurosis, just as satisfactory work

is the greatest curative agent we have for these conditions. Let us no

longer fool ourselves into thinking that overwork, per se, is the cause of
mental breakdown.

To sumn up, the problems of industrial psychiatry are:

A. Prophylaxis of mental breakdowns by adapting the worker to

bis environments, and eliminating causes of discontent.
B. Treating psychiatric cases when they arise in a rational way

according to the facts of each case, and considering as psychiatric plie-

nomena many forms of behaviour that until recently have been given

unsympathetic names, e.g., " the groucher, "the kicker" "the trouble
maker ", and "the hobo ".

As conditions are at present, a reasonable application of psychiatry

to industry would seemn to be the following:-
1. Physical examination of ail applicants for work.
2. Mental examinaton by (a) a period of training and observation,

or (b) through mental tests.
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3. Keeping in personal touch with employees' indîvidual problems
by means of (a) good foremen, (b) a system for watching individual
efficiency, or (c) a sympathetic staff with a psychiatrie point of view in
the employment management office, thus salvaging the men who might
otherwise be fired.

4. Training the industrial physician to a knowledge of how human
nature is constituted, flot in conventional terms, but in the light of a
dynamic and living psychology that considers the behaviour of human
beings in terms of instinctive sources of energy, integrated into motives,
these motives needing outiet through energy transformation into salis-
factory activity.
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MENTAIL TESTS IN PRACTICE*
BY A. G. MORPHY, B.A., M.D.

THE measurement of intelligence is difficuit, because it is the
attempted estimation either qualitatively or quantitatively of
something flot easily defined, of which our conceptions are more

or less vague. We may try to define it by resolving it into component
parts as we conceive them, or by considering it as the outcome of the
harmonious working of various mental processes. Among the latter are
included sensations, perceptions, records of past experiences, projected
combinations of elements of visual and auditory imagery, comparisons
of these elements of thought with one another and conclusions made
therefrom. AIl these lie under the directing power of attention, and are
influenced to a variable and unknown extent by emotion. Binet's
method of trying to define intelligence was to make tentative assump-
tions as' to its nature and try these out with tests. Terman, in his
revision of Binet's tests, quotes Binet as having ascribed three character-
istics to the thouglit process or summation of processes called intelligence,
namely, the tendency of a thouglit process to take and maintain a
definite direction, the capacity to make adaptations to attain the desired
end, and the power of auto-criticism. But Binet was too broad in his
ideas to limit himself to any single conception of intelligence, and accord-
ingly designed lis tests to turn the spotlight on the unknown quantity
from, many angles in order to estimate the strength, scope and readiness
of various resuits of the thought processes. These, more or less different
from one another, were specified as constructive imagination, time
orientation, three or four kinds of memory, apperception, language com-
prehension, ability to, compare concepts and see contra 'dictions, ability
to combine fragments of thought into a unîtary whole, and ability to
comprehend abstract terms and to meet novel situations.

Various tests for the measurement of intelligence have been devised,
but the Binet-Simon scale (Stanford Revision) is generally admitted
to be the best. It must be understood that Binet did not dlaim bis
scale to be a test either of the entire mentality, or of sanity and insanity,
nor a test of the special adaptation of the mînd to any field of thought,
nor a test of the emotions, nor of moral delinquency; consequently any
criticism of the scale must be directed to the scale in relation to that for
which it was devised and nothing else.

Let us now look over some of the 'tests with an eye to their value
in estimating different thought mechanisms.

,ReprWted from time Casadian Medicgl As8Ociatiou Joun-ua, December, 1919.
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Giving differences from memory-" What is the difference between

a fly and a butterfly? " and two other similar questions.. The test je one

of judgment based on comparison of perceptions, with special regard

to apprecîation of essential differences. It is one of native intelligence,

quite apart from school training.
Repeating digits backwards; a test of abiiity to manipulate mental

imagery.
Bail and field test: A test of practical judgment, not depending

so much on abstract reasoning and comprehension of language as other

tests. In giving this test, 1 have been particularly impressed with the

poor attempts made by feeble-minded subjects even of aduit age to trace

out a path sure to find the ball. Their minds cither do not seem to grasp

the problem, or else fail to find an effective solution of it.

Similarities: " In what way arc wood and coal alike," " an apple

and, a peach," "iron and silver"? This test is one of the hardest for the

feeble-minded, andi in practice 1 have found it more dîfflcult than the

test for differences; in fact, the most frequent failure when any anrwer

is given,- je to give a difference instead of a resemblance. The higher

thînking process is at fault, and the test je not influenced by school

training.
Detecting absurdities: This test is little influenced by schooling;

ideas are compared with one another and the critical faculty is brought

into play. A most valuable test for the higher grades of mental defi-

ciency.
Readling test and recalling sight memories, that je, recalling sight

ideas from sentences read. The chief value of this test je the opportunity

afforded the examiner of judging the subject's power of comprehension
of what he je reading during the time of reading and hie power of recaîl

of ideas. That the test is largely dependent on schooling je undeniable.

Naming sixty words in three minutes: Terman dlaims that this tests

power and rapidity of association and discloses poverty of associations

in retarded subjects. "Language forme are the shorthand o! thought."

But there je no doubt that schooling through continua1 use of worde used

in different studies plays a large part in succees ini this test.

Abstract words as, " pity ", " 9envy ", " revenge ", " charîty ", "justice".

Comprehension of the meaning of such abstract words involves higher

thouglit processes, namnely the association and comparison of concepts of

qualities common to groupe of previous experiences. Terman says,

"There is hardly any test in which twelve and fourteen year old intelli-

gence more uniformly excels nine and ten year old intelligence."

Interpretation of fables is a test of generalization, of ability to under-

stand underlyîng motives. It can easily be imagined how frequently

feeble-minded or backward children would fail in this test, especially
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moral delinquents. A mind of certain standard or above it has the power

of generalizing from concrete instances, no matter whether schooled or

flot. It is a matter of common knowledge how many shrewd people

there are in this world who have had very littie school and no college

training, but whose sagacity is proverbial. In common parlance, they

can see through a stone wall or round a corner. Not only have they a

vigorous power of generalizing from concrete instances, but they have

that somewhat vague (to men at least) quality of mind called intuition

which seems to be a rapid summing up and comparison of concepts

summoned from unrealized depths with conclusions drawn therefrom.

On the other hand, there are mnany people of higher education-but let

us flot unveil the converse. " Much learning hath made thee mad".

Surely, if any mental test deserves to be ranked as one of the best in

estimating general intelligence, the fable test is that one.
In reversing the hands of the clock and in the box test, success

depends upon the power of manipulating visual imagery. Using the

code requires close attention and steadiness of purpose, what may be

described, as dynamic form of mental power and may be open to criticism

as a test of general intelligence because this particular application of

mental energy may easily be improved by practice.
The tests for superior aduits need not be considered here. Anyone,

however, who may wish to have an half-hour's entertainment, van have

it gratis and seated comfortably at home by putting himself through

them, the only condition being that he shall examine and judge fairly.

A review of these few tests cited at random from the scale will,

1 think, show that each test fulfils the purpose for which it was designed;

and the same holds with regard to the remainder of the tests, although

it is admitted that the tests have not equal value. Binet himself is

alleged to have considered certain tests more diagnostic of intelligence

than others, namely, the following six:
Arranging weights.
Comprehending difficult questions.
Using three given words in a sentence.
Defining abstract terms.
Interpreting pictures.
Giving rhymes.

It is noticeable that no memory tests are included in thi3 list.

BrÎgham, in his article on the diagnostic value of the Binet tests, gives

results of investigations with regard to the relative value of différent

tests. He gave the tests to two groups of school chîldren, one of which,

had progressed only haîf as far in school as the other, and was presumn-

ably composed of less intelligent children. The briefest possible sum-

mary of his results rnay be given as follows:
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Percentage Percenlage

Test passed by passed by
Normal Retarded

Repeating five digits.. .......... ....... 100 98
Using three words in a sentence .............. 9 56

Comprehending difficult questions ... 70 20

Detccting absurdities in statements.... 95 42

Defining abstract terms ......-............. 59 8

Reconstructing dissected sentences .... 100 29

Brigham concludes that the diagnostic value of six tests, namely,

comprehending di ificuit questions, reconstructing dissected sentences,

detecting absurdities, deflning in terms superior to use, defining abstract

terms and solving problems, is high, while on the other hand, certain

memory tests, descriptions of pictures, counting stamps, and other

similar tests are of low diagnostic value.

Many criticisms of the Binet and other methods of measuring in-

telligence have been made not only on general grounds, but with parti-

cular reference to details.
Porteous, for instance, assuming that there is a marked correlation

between character and intelligence and that both should be measured,

declares that a child displaying heedlessness, carelessness, inability to

allow thought to precede action and of infirm temperament, mnay be glib
tongued, quick-wîtted, and may appear brilliant as regards educational

attainments with good record in school examinations and Binet and

Simon tests. So he designed his maze tests in the endeavour to test the
qualities of prudence, foresight, and ingenuity.

Higgins says that psychologiets are beginning to believe more in
performance tests with cubes, cylinders, etc., and that it is surprising

how frequently a high grade moron shows mature judgment in dealing
with generalities but is at sea in their practical application. He finds the

value of the Binet scale greatly enhanced by the Stanford Revision, but
questions its value in detecting the high grade moron.

Fernald contends that the Binet test does flot register as defective

certain persons who present plain evidence of mental defect in their
personal history, school history, performance, etc.

In answer to the above opinions, it may be said that as yet no better

scale has been devised, and that the results of mental tests should be

interpreted in the light of aIl other data, such as physical health, social

condition, language, conduct.
Binet's principle of grading intelligence according to age has been

assailed on the ground that it assumnes unjustly that intelligence is cor-

related with age, and that the individual tests correlate with both in-

telligence and age. In reply it may be said that while it niay be granted
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that intelligence does flot grow at precisely the saine rate in ail cbildren

any more than their physical stature does, it is many-sided, growing

unequally in different respects to a limited extent and that the elasticity

of the Binet scale permits it to cover these inequalities and strike a series

of averages. 1 think it may be safely assumed that the individual tests

are correlated with intelligence, and as regards their correlation with age

we cannot do better at present than to accept Terman's conclusions based

on averages drawn from tests of two thousand children.

Binet's " all-or-none " method of counting has also corne in for serious

criticism, and superiority for the Yerkes-Bridge point scale ini this

respect bas been claimed, The latter may be described as a series of

tests arranged roughly in order of difficulty but flot divided into age

groupe, and to each test a certain value in points is attached, the sum of

values being 100. The final score is compared with a "norm" which is

a variable quantîty, allowance being made for environment, training, etc.

It is difficult to see how reference to age can be avoided, and it would

seema that the method of recording partial successes is more accurate than

the " ali-or-none " method. But it may be said in reply that Binet uses

the method of partial scoring by using the same test'in different grades

of difficulty at different ages, for instance, memory, interpretation of

pictures, weight discrimination.
Binet's method of finding the mental age is confessedly arbitrary,

but it a practical and easy maethod, whatever its faults, and must stand

until a better is devised. Details need not be given here, as a complete

description is given in Terman's book on the Stanford Revisîon.

Any test may be unjustly criticised, the real fault lying with the

examiners. An examiner needs the following qualifications: familiarity

with directions for gîving tests and wîth the rules for interpretîng re-

sponses, abilîty to adapt procedure in testing to special instances and to

adapt hirnself in attitude to the mental level of children of different ages

in order to obtain their best efforts, and a general appreciation of the

necessity of adhering strictly to aIl rules of testing and of careful work.

Finally it muet be borne in mind that any measuring scale is in fact

only a convention adopted for practical purposes and should only be

used in connection with a complete study of each case, including al

obtainable data, medical, educational, and social.

The association of moral delinquency with mental defect can only

be mentioned, here and not discussed. Pratt, of Toronto University,

reporting conclusions drawn from results of clinical studies of nearly

1,500 pupils in the public schools and of several hundred children exam-

ined in the Toronto General Hospital, says: "I think the tests are in-

valuable for the purpose for which they were constructed. If it isunder-

stood that their function is limited and they are not pressed into service
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for which they were neyer intended, they can be of great practical aid in
psychological investigations. The tests are almost unerring in diagnos-
ing the class of the definitely feeblemînded and distinguishing them from
normal children. The fact that they arc so littie dependent upon tech-
nical school training and are designed to appeal to the ordinary common
sense and practical intelligence of a child, accounts for their utility.
They furnish a definite percentage (I.Q.) which can be used when, for
examnple, the Judge of the Juvenile Court asks for exact information
about the delinquent's mentality. Where the tests are Iacking is on the
emotional and moral side. They nced to be supplemented by social data
derived fromn the home, the playground, and the family history. They
are not tests of insanity or criminality as such, but are of great value when
in addition to the above abnormalîties mental defect is disclosed. 1
think that any investigation into the correlation hetween mental defect
and moral delinquency must be based upon a thorough and scientific
use of such tests as the revised and developed formn of Binet and Simon."'
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SURVEY 0F GUELPH PUBLIC SCHOOLS

IN October, 1919, at the request of the Guelph Publie School Board,

Dr. C. K. Clarke and Dr. C. M. Hincks, of the Canadian National

Commnittee for Mental Hygiene, made a survey of the Guelph

Publie Schools. The following report was sent to, the chairman of the

Public School Board in Guelph.

As requested by the Guelph Public School Board, the Canadian

National Committee for Mental Hygiene undiértook a survey of the

Guelph Public Schools on October 2Oth, 1919, with the view of deter-

mining the number of subnormal children in attendance.

When the Committee made this survey it hoped to, be in a position

to bring forward recommendations of a practical nature dealing with

the problem from a constructive point of view. It goes almost without

saying that at the present time Public School Boards are greatly ham-

pered by the fact that no Provincial machi nery has been devised'to

deal with the situation unless the Auxiliary Class Act be cited as an

attempt to give material help.

Guelph being situated in one of the admnittedly good centres of

Ontario we might expect that the children in this community would

prove of especially good type, and as a mattter of fact they measure up

to the best standards found in such localities. At the same time, the

proportion of children met whose intelligence quotient falîs below 75%

is by no means small, and it is a true saying that as long as the endeavour

is made to, treat the individuals comiîng in this category by the methods

at present employed, nothing but failure can -result.

In making an analysis of the cases submitted for examination, we

would state that no less than 183 pupils were submitted to us for mental

tests, etc. 0f these 40 were not considered as requiring more attention

than could be given to themn under ordinary cîrcumstances, if the other

pupils who require special attention were removed from the classes.

Thirty-eight were apparentlY of average mentality but who require

special attention for reasons stated in other parts of the report. Twenty-

seven were backward pupils in the true sense, and require more attention

than is ordinarily given in the general class. The important fact

gleaned, though, was that no less than 3.34%/ of the whole public school

population of Guelph (2,245 pupils) had an Intelligence Quotient of

75% or less, and require special treatment in industrial classes to be

referred to when discussing this whole question. This percentage is

about the same as found in the majority of schools we have investigated

in different parts of Canada. It is in the interests of these pupils, as

well as in the interests of the whole school popuIatiolý, that they should

be otudied with the greatest care. Not only that, they must be regarded
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as seventy-eight individuals who present a probleni of importance to
thre whole community. It may be urged, why direct more attention
and care to the mentally handîcapped than te the brigirter pupils? but
when it is remembered that it is the duty of thre State to provide every
child with an education best suited to its needs, these ciljdren must.be
considered. These particular pupils, if lef t to themselves, become a
care to thre State, are often made anti-social and criminal tirrougir
neglect, and are a serious menace to society. If carefully educated along
the best known fines many rnay become fairly useful and self-sustaining
citizens altirougir neyer reaching a hîgh plane of intelligence. It is
only too apparent that thre organization of thre ordinary classes was not
intended to nreet their needs and unless'tireir cases are studied sensibly

and prescribed for proPerly, they do more harm, than good in school
classe. Naturally they receive littie or no attention; their course
through the scirool is punctuated by f ailure and criticism; they interest
nobody; they are nlot interested therrselves, and soon arrive at thre
stage of complete indifference and discouragement. How different thre
picture when treatment is provided, and if Guelph did nothing more
than institute two industrial classes under thre direction of properly
trained teachers, the resuits would be so gratifying that the Scirool
Board would not rest until it had established at least four classes of
fifteen pupils each.

A brief analysis of these facts makes it evident that practical methods
of meeting the situation should be developed.

The first duty is to settle ýon a policy likely to bring thre test resuits.
Taking it for granted that our survey iras unearthed many important
generalities regarding thre subriormnal children in thre scirools, and that

we have made a fairly accurate estimate of thre members, it by no means
follows tirat in such investigation, it bas been found possible to, pre-
scribe the best treatment for eacir individual. That can be determined
by further investigation, and we cari only lay out in a general way thre
lines it would be best to f ollow. About the lowest grades of feeble-
minded cirildren, there cari be no différence of opinion. Thre number in
thre scirools is small, and for themn institutional c 'are is probably advisable-
It is a different question, however, with, the few children of psycho-
pathic type who sirould be rexuoved at once and given tire prolonged
outdoor treatment so necessary to enable themt to cope with lions waiting
ini their patir. Most of these children have already developed dementia
praecox or are showing manifestations of thns dread disease. What-
ever the treatment may be, their presence in thre scirool room should not
be permitted.

With thre group measuring hig-if judged by standards of intelli-
gence-and yet doing badly in class, a definite policy of individual
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study should be'undertaken with a view to determining whether the

fault reste with pupîl or teacher. To a certain extent this problem can

be solved by the principale of the schools. It frequently happens that

certain children of more than average ability, but of sensitive disposi-

tion, find that they are out of sympathy wîth their teachers and fail

to react to, appeals made to them. Such children require careful treat-

ment to get the best results, and it is here the teacher with the greatest

power of makcing a good psycho-analysis succeeds. After ail, any

survey of a school should include a careful scrutiny of those who are

entrusted with the mental development of the children committed to

their care. A poor teacher is often ini a position to make or mar a child

of high mentality but high strung nervous type.

With the children showing an intelligence quotient of 75% and under,

the problem should at once pass into the handr, of teachers specially

trained to deal with undeveloped individuals. These teachers shouki be

advised by a psychiatrise of experience, and he in turu should have the

assistance of a specially trained nurse who would niake the home investi-

gations, the -studies of the parents, the environment, etc., and collect

ail facts bearing on the case.
REcOMIfENDATIONS

Bearing the foregoing facts ini mid, we would make the following

recommendations:
The establishment at once of two industrial classes for the

mentally handicapped.
Each class should provide for fifteen pupils selected from the

list furnished as a result of the survey.

The firat class established should be under the guidance of a teacher

who lias had the training necessary to enable her to follow approved

lines of industrial developmaent. The success or failure of this work wilI

depend largely on the personality and knowledge of the first appoint-

ment. If the teacher is of the riglit type, she will be able to instruet

other teachers and thus guarantee the success of the classes instituted.

The Canadian National Comnmittee for Mental Hygiene will be

pleased ix> co-operate with the School Board in selecting a properly

qualified teacher.
When these classes are instituted, the Board should bear ini mind

that at least four industrial classes will be required to meet the needs of
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Our opinion is that the Provincial Department of Education should
be asked to contribute a proportion of the salary of the psychiatrist. If
this recommendation is approved, the Canadian National Committee
for Mental Hygiene will be pleased to interview the Minister of Educa-
tion regarding thîs matter.

The curriculum of the industrial classes should comprise formai or
academic work, handiwork, gamnes, gymnastics, etc. The endeavour
should be made to develop each child to the limit of his capacity and
train him in healthy, physical, mental and moral habits.

The foregoing recommendations are made as the resuit of the follow-
ing facts:

In cities that have adopted. the industrial class systemn it has been
observed that:

(1) More rapid progress had been made by pupils in the regular
classes because of the absence of defectives.

(2) Marked decrease in delinquency among defectives as a
result of special training. (In Vancouver truancy among
defectives in industrial classes has practically ceased to
exist.)

(3) Improvement of the morals of children in regular classes,
because they are freed from the danger of contamination
by certain types of defectives.

(4) A proportion of children trained in industrial classes can,
on gradation, succeed in the general community under
supervision, in this way ceasing to become a menace to
society and imposing an unnecessary burden on the
municipality.

(5) A great saving of public funds. Although the cost per
pupil in an industrial class is greater than that of one
in the regularý classes, nevertheless the cost entailed is
much cheaper than institutional care and is an important

<factor in increasing general efficiency of the school system.
(6) The removal of the mentally handicapped from the general

classes wîll give teachers of regular classes opportunity
to devote the attention necessary to achieve results, to
normal pupils who are retarded simply as a resuit of
illness, unfavourable environment, etc.

The Canadian National Committee for Mental Hygiene beg to
acknowledge the great courtesy and kindness extended by the Public
School Board of Guelph to thern while making their survey, and trust
that the interest shown in the work will eventuate in developments
which will place Guelph on the list of advanced school cities.
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Appen~ded will be fourkl the analy8is of the 183 pupils examined.
SUMMARY

Total ...........d 183
iii ordinary dass-. .78-42.62%/

44"industrial ....... ,.. 78 -42.62%1

44 44 ILbackward ....... ...... 27 -14.75%/

Backward p....... ..... 27

Average mentality but requiring special attention ...... 38

Not considered as requiring apecial attention. ...... 40
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MENTAL HYGIENE AND TUE BABY WELFARE
EXHIBIT AT HALIFAX

BY MISS 1. N. COLEWH EN the Baby Welfare Committee of Montreal decided, ini
response to a request from Halifax, to send their exhibit to
that city early in November, it was thought to be an oppor-

tune moment to send the Mental Hygiene Exhibit. This was done, the
writer going in charge of it and also taking charge of the Social Hygiene
Exhibit sent by the Local Council of Women of Montreal, as the two
subjects are so closely related. The material on these two Subjects
made three very interesting booths which were prominently dîsplayed
and attracted much attention.

The connection between mental and social hygiene and baby welf are
was strongly emphasized not only in the demonstrations in the booths,
but in the eighteen addresses given by the writer during the tw'elve
days' campaign. The ground was taken that it was of little use to
agitate for pure milk, fresh air, better housing conditions, etc., while
we continued to allow sO many babies to enter the world handicapped
by feeblemindedness and often infected with venereal disease.

That this was a phase of baby welfare little thouglit of before, was
brought out by the many comments heard and by the eagerness of the
public to hear more on the subjects of mental and social hygiene in
their various phases. Seldom has such enthusiastic interest been
seen.

In addition to the regular lecture programme carried out at Trinity
Hall, where the Exhibi tWas held, most of the clubs and other organiza-
tiens in the city invited the writer and others te address them. Among
these were the Progressive, Rotary, Fortnightly Clubs, the W.C.T.U.,
I.O.D.E., Y.W.C.A., Y.M.C.A., Board of Directors of the Halifax
Dispensary, Graduate Nurses Association and the Victorian Order of
Nurses. The writer also gave three addresses at Dalhousie College and
it was most gratifying to sSe the keen interest of the students in mental
and social hygiene.

Perhaps one of the most interesting groups addressed was that at
the Commercial Club Luncheon where, under the caption of "Maing
the Baby Fit for the World", the writer had the privilege of speaking
ta the nearly two hundred men assembled on mental deficiency, venereal
disease and the double standard of morale, showing their relation to
baby welfare.

Several opportunities were also afforded to speak ta mothers on the
question of sex hygiene, the necessity of teaching children early the
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sacred facts of life, and methods by whicb such instruction could b.

given. These taiks seemed to be very much appreciated.

Ris Honour, Lieut.-Goverzlor Grant gave the Conference hie syci-

pathetic and active support and presided over a very important meeting

held at Government Rouse. At this meeting, after Judge Wallace had

spoken on "Better Housing, Better Babies", Dr. John Coineron, of

Dalhousie University, gave a most enlightening address on " Eugenioe ",

while Dr. B. Franklin Royer, Executive Officer, Massachusetts-Halifax

Health Commission, epoke on "The Peril of Venereat Disease". Tht

Iaet-nanied speaker also spoke on "Tht Influence of Unfit Mamrages on

Babies" before the Ministeriat Association and before the Archbishop

and pastors of the Roman Catliolic Church.

Another special meeting of great interest wae that held in the Pro-

vince Building by invitation of tht Premier of the Province, tht Hon.

G. H. Murray. Rere, Col. John Amnyot, Deputy Minister of the

Federal Department of Health, Ottawa, spoke on " Babies, the Nation's

Promise", Iaying special emphasis on tht subject of venereal disease.

Dr. J. D. Paget, Chief Medical Officer of the Port of Quebec, spoke on

"Mental Rygiene". Dr. Royer spolce most conviuicingly on Health

Centres and their value to the conimunity, while Dr. W. R. Hattie,

Provincial Realth Officer, ably opened tht discussion.

Tht Conference and E2dlibit, as a whole, was a great succe... Ini

addition to the mental and social hygiene boothe and the three splendid

booths sent by the Baby Welfare Committee of Montreal, there were

ten booths, prepared by Ralifax organizatiolis, containiug graplic

exhibits on different phases of health. The programme of lectures and

moving pictures could not well be excelled and was splendldly carried

out. The whole project was one that Ralifax and Nova Scotia may wel

be proud of, as it was the verdict of those who had attended such exhibits

for years, that they had neyer seen one as good.

The Local Council of Women, with the co-operation of ocher organ-

izations, took tht responsibility of holding this Exhibit and on. cannet

speak too enthusiastically o! the splendid cotumittee o! vomen undet

the leadership of Mns. William Dennis, who had the wotk in charge,

nor of the men associated with them, notably Dr. Rattie and Dr. Royer

who were uutiring in their efforts and contributtd so, muzth to the pré.

gramme. Doctors, nurses, and social workers' of Halifax aiso, gavt

generously of their time and energy both in the bocthe and on tht
.L.L... .i;t. f-.~ qIl over the Province men and wonier
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taiks gîven by Miss L. N. Drew, the expert Health Centre worker sent
by the Baby Welfare Committee of Montreal. These in themselves
were worth ail the time and money spent on the Exhibit.

That the Conference was productive of much good is seen by the.
fact that the public is fully aroused to, the necessity of the immediate
establishment of a psychiatric clinic in Halifax, while the Local Counicil
of Women and other organizations feel encouraged to again make a
united effort to secure appropriation from the legislature this coming
session for the establishment of a school for feeblemiînded. The littie
L.O.D.E. Home for Feebleminded is an admirable institution, but will
accommodate only about a dozen children. It is to be hoped that this
may be used as a nucleus for a larger institution.

Another project now under way is the creating of a Department of
Public Health at Dalhousie University.

With the keen interest shown throughout Nova Scotia, it seems as
though it would not be long before that Province will be leading us in
the great question of Health, both physiîcal and mental.
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ABSTRACTS
STATE HOSPITAL 8TATIBTICS

Horatio M. Pollock, statistician of the New York State Uospitals
Commission, and Edith M. Furbush, statistician for the National Com-
mittee of Mental Hygiene, have recently published statistics relating
to the mental istitutions in the United States. The figures are based
on the returns of january 1, 1918. The daily average population of al
the state hospitals for the insane in the United States was given as
211,916. The total coat of maintenance for the fiscal year 1917 was
$43,926,888, which is a per capita cost of $207.28. There is a table
showing the increase of patients in institutions from January 1, 1910,
to January 1, 1918, compared with the increase of general population.
In the whole United States the increase of patients, during the seven
years was 52,029 or 27.7 per cent. while the percentage of increase of
gencral population was only 13.6; in other words the state hospital
population increased twice as fast as the general population. The com-
pilers also state that the rnarked increase of insane ini institutions is due
in most states to the additional provision for their care. On the first
of january, 1918, there were 125,919 men patients in State hospitals
and only 113,901 women patients. The relative percentage of popula-
tion of the sexes in these institutions had sbifted very littie during the
last eight years.

OCUPATIONAL AND INDUBTRIAL TEERAPY FOR THEu
INSANE

he extension and improvement of occupational and industrial
therapy in the treatment of the insane should receive more adequate
attention, says the "Boston Medical and Surgical journal ". A pam-
phlet by L. Vernon Briggs, M.D., reviews the research work in this field
which has been reported in medical literature, and surveys the occupa-
tional work being done in our schools and hospitals at the present time.
It is interesting to observe the policy toward the insane in the middle
of the nineteenth century, as coxnpared with the attitude which is taken
toward this clasa of suifferers to-day. Then, such methods as the straight
waistcoat, the tranquillizing chair, the deprivation of customary pleasant
food, the " pouring of cold water under the coat so that it dsee to
the arrnnitq" were mre of the methodi to which pbysicians resorted.
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dressrnaking, tailorÎng, baýskect-making, and other industries could lie
taught should be connected with institutions. For sonme patients, hie
b)elieved that mental training would be bernieficial, and that reading,
drawing, music, arithmnetic, natural sciences, and otheri studies could be
taught with good resuits. In 1847, he advanced his theories against the,
prevailing views on coercive treatment of the insane saying that hie
believed that employmnent in order to benefit the patient should lie for
its own sake and separated from the idea of gain. [le oiganized anl
asylum school, and introduced great variety of occupational instruction;
he established a whittling shop, a printing office, and other indust ries in
con nect ion with his institution. These school s were a part of thle hospi tal
routine.

The author of this pamphlet believes it probable that except for the
addition of gymnastics and dancing, and the deve.lopment of the more
strictly artistic handicrafts, littie hias been devised in any State hospitais
in this country since Dr. Brigham's day for the iversion and occupation
of patients. Would iît not lie advantageous, perhaps, to put these
matters, stili under medical direction, into the hands of educators
trained in the knowledge of occupational therapeutics? Compared with
progress w\hich hias been made in the fields of therapeutic occupation for
the blind, the crippled, and other handicapped individuals, therapeutic
occupation for the mentally iii hias not received the impetus which it
should have received. A comparison of statistics covering the work of
a purely therapeutic nature shows little increase in the past two years.
Although ward and farm work hias încreased, this is probably due to
econoinic reasons rather than therapeutic application of this work to
indîvidual needs.

In order to make it possible to have aIl the patients working, an
adequate hospital force is one of the first requisites. In addition to
expert teachers, a corps of instructors among the nurses, who hiad taken
a course in therapeutic occupation in the training school, would lie of
valuable assistance in studying the needs of patients. A careful study
made Iast year by the Massachusetts State Board of Insanity of the
working capacities of the State institutions under their care shows that
they had on june 1, 1916, a total of 17,683 patients, and that the working
capacities of the institutions could have provided employmient of some
sort for 92.54 per cent. of the patients. On that date, 72.66 per cent.
of ail patients were reported as occupied. 0f these, only 3.03 per cent.
were occupied in shops and 8.94 i industrial rooms, making a total of
11.97 per cent. of the patients in scientifically directed branches of
occupation under specially trained teachers. Many oif these patients
work but a amaîl part of the day.

The importance oif occupational therapy is recognized, and a more
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tborough, systematic organization of occupational and industriai work
and educational instruction would benefit the patients and contribute
valuable material to scientific research.

The Institutional Quarterly---State of Illinois, Sept., 1919.
The Rduc<Uional Trealmeni of Defectives, by Alice M, Nash and S. D,

Porteous. T/e Training School Bullein, by Vineland, N.J. November,
1919. The purpose of this article is to put down Vineland's educational
experience. lis plan is to take eachi subject in turn and to attempt
to justify its position in the curriculum cither of the special school or
special class. A summnary of the conclusions of their findings is:-

1. In a great many Cases the special class faits because it is not
fitting the defective for any occupation or because he does flot follow
in after life the occupation (or w-hich he has been trained.

2. Children vary just as miuch in their capacities for manual training
as they do in scholastic abilities. In the great majority of instances
qpecial classes are not paying attention to this fact. Teaching adefective
some scraps of woodwork or basketry is not helping very much to solve
the question of his uttimate self-support.

:3. There are indirect advantages of special class work with defectives,
the main one being that the, regular grades may (Io better when the
feeble-minded are eliminated.

4. An important point is the right selection of children for training
in the variaus departmnents. For scbolastic training the Binet tests
give the best basis of classification. Fýor industrial abilities the Porteus
tests give the best indications.

5. Sorne labour-saving rules that have been evotved from our experi-
ence are:-

(1) Children two years or less mientally (average Binet-Porteus
age) are excluded fromi kindergarten because they are found to
make no permanent gain.

(2) Children of seven years and lesa, Binet age, make no use
of recading, whether for pleasure or profit. Children with 1. Q.'s
below 50 ishould not 1-w given any instruction in ordinary school
siubjects at all.

(3) As regards number work, defectives iuentally les-, than
nine years per Binet, unless displaying special aptitude, should be
given only the most elementary work. Operations involving the
use of pen and paper are utterly uselese for such defectives. They
either do not use or do not understand sncb operations.
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7, WVoodwork is one o>f the most attractive of occup-ations for de-
fectives, but its value is serîously limiiteti by the fact that the trades
which it leads to are too higly skilled for the defective to achieve corn-
petency in them. A few with special aptitudes miay finti scope, here,
but, for the majority, it must remain hobby work.

8. Domestie training bas grecat value because it bas range enough
for aIl kintis of defective ability and it presents to the higher gradles a
means of livelihooti. Withîn an institution it is essential to have well-
traineti workers.

9. Ba:sketry is one of the poorest means of training, because it is1.
slow anti unprofitable, andi has rio future as regards the chilti. It i
much in favour because childreni's work miay provide an attractive
exhibit and it is, to certain chiltiren, a pleasurable occupation. The
defective whio cain andi tioes earn his living hereby is very rare.

10. School gardening on a practical scale is flot possible in the city
school systemn< whecre most of the special classes are. It is fine worlc for
children, but suffers from the fact that farm labour to which it leadis 
very oftend~rudgery from which the high-grade defective quickly escapes
to take up casier andi better-paiti work as a factory hanti.

The Speech Movement in America, by W. B. Swift, A.B., S.B., M.D.
Boston. The LourwI-Lancel. Auguet 15, 1919. The Speech Defect
Movem-ent ks in some quarters unknown. It startetid in 1912 in the
Speech Clinic in Boston. It soon enlarged and went to the Mass.
General Hospital. There are over 250 students who have now taken
the courses at these Clinics andi Clinics founideti elsewhere. The move-
ment bas also foundeti "Authoritative Instruction Centers". Seven
cities have atiopteti the methotis of Speech Correction. Our Society is
behinti the mnovement, The National Society for the Study andi Correc-
tion of Speech Disorders. To this Society over 200 papers have been
receiveti anti 50 have been publisheti. One of the efforts is prevention
of Speech Defects. The article mentioneti above shows what sort of
training shoulti be behînti the instruction in the subject. The move-
mient is spreading wý,idely ail over the Unitedi States with great rapidity.

Speech Correction in the Feebleminded as a Function of Publi &chools
and Skte Institutions, by Walter B. Swift, A.B., S.B., M.D., Boston.
Journal of Psycho-Asthenics. Faîl, 1919. The feebleminded anti un-
graded cases shoulti be given speech correction as a part of their regular
training. The mentally backward are amendable to a great deal of
speech improvement by speech drill. It is more than speech correction
-it is mental adjustmnent or readjustment andi also a tieveloper of the
ipentality. Speech correction in this fieldi really means mental develop-
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CO0UNTING THIE COSTTHF state of California is poorer by $6,300 mi accoutit of the un-
restricted sex activities of one- de(fec-(tiv and delinquent woman,
according to the mionthly bulletin of the California State Board

of Health (JtiyN, 1919). The Iollowing report of this case was submitted
by a social wo'(rker:

At 1.5, girl eloeto Sa.n Vrancico with mian who promised to miarry
lier, Placed ber in boutse of pr«ostitution, from which she escaped.
Man then niarried bevr and both wcnt to hop fields. There he wished
hier to carn living, She refusedl and returnied to - -- with syphilis,
remaining in county hospital twvo years. Then she eloped -with second
Man, who went throughi niock ceremiony in Arizona. One child born.
Mani became insane; piaced Ini Patton; lat<er freed and returned to his
wife and chiliren in the FEast. WVoman then married third husband,
66 years old. Two children born. Mail died March, 1918.

january, 1918, ail childirenr and wýomnan exarnined by Dr. Williams, .
psychologist, Whittier. Ail childrcin lowm-gradc, febemned oman
luw,-gradei( moron. In May, 1918, woman was urged to go to county
hospitat for hiysterectonIly, w-hich finalIy- was done. Woman fair mother;
feared by commnunity bcauise part of hier nose and cheek eaten away by-
d iScase .

Eutiatcd cost to oobnty
Two years in counrty hospital at $2 per day. $1,460.00
Funds provided by counity . 598.63
Amount needed for care of childrvn until they are 18 years old 4,320.00)

$6i,378.63
The Sociual Ilygiene Bilit*, Deember, ipzp.
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MANAGEMENT 0F MENTAL CLINIC CASES
NOT REQUIRINO INSTITUTIONAL CARE*

By DR. CLARENCE 0. CEE
Assistapit Director, Psycbtatric Institute; Chief of Clinic, Deparinmewt of

Fsychz'alry, Corneit Medical Sckool Dis pensaryTHE clinic for mental cases maintained ;at the Corneli Medical
College Dispensai-y is operated by the Departntt of Psychiatry,
of which Dr. ICirby is the head, iii conjunction with the Mental

Hygiene Comm îttee of the State Charities Aid Association, thie latter
organization furnishing the social service assistance. Clinics are lheld
on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings and Thursday alter-
noons and evenings; each clinic is in charge of a different physician
and a social service worker is always present.

During the past year exclusive of parole patients 201 new cases
and 140 old cases made a total of 419 visits to the dlinic. Analysis <!
tie sources of a grotip of cases shows that the niajority of patients arc
refrrred by organizations in New York City. Thus of 90 cases, 23
were referred by the various district committees of the Charity Organiza-
tion Society, 19 were sent by various committees of the State Charities
Aid Association, 9 by the Home Service Section of the Red Cross,
several by the Y.W.C.A. and by the National Committee for Mental
Itygiene, and 1 each by the Association for Improving the Condition of
the Poor, the Society for thie Prevention of Cruelty to Children, the
Visiting Teachers Association and the Henry Street Settiement. Cases
also reached thie clinic through the suggestion of private physicians,
the families of other patients, or other patients themeselves, probation
offcers, librarians and friends who hiad been informed of the clinic,
apparently by publicity. A small niumbeKr o! cases were referred (rom
the Neurological Clinîc and other Corneli Dispensary departmrents. It
is ijiteresting to know that only 8 cases out of 90 came to the clinic
of their own volition, about haif of these as a result of the publicity
of popular talks on mental diseases and the distribution of lealets

idcting the clinic. The majority of these cases coming of their own
accord were psychonenrotic.

The clinic material presents a wide variety of prohlemrs in diagnosis
and management. Cases were brought by the various organizations in

gnrlfor advice as to diagnosis and for recommendat ions in future
ningmnt. These patients had aroused in the niinds of the workers

of the organizat ions the possibiity of mental abnormality becausýe of
--- RePrinted from the StcS. Hof>itaZ Quarterty, Nov. 1919.
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variows difficulties eixpevrielnced in attcnmpts at adjtistment ]in the honte
or Mt work, or berause of complaints that the. patients liad madle regard-
ing tmsls.Thias children w%,re reletrredl because of incorrigibility
iii the horne or .chool. lit othvir cases the probleni arose, as towhtr
miothers würe ini a suitable mental condition to care for their childt-cn
at home. Agin the quest'%ion as to why a patient could flot kecp a
piositiorn wasl asked and! a solution of this requested, Tht relief organiza-
tions wecre, of course. intvrested iii knowliig whetbehr, il financial asiSt-
ance were given,. the patient was likcly to become a permanent burdvin
or nedeiily tempoxrary relief. A nuibe.r ofl cases were brouiglt for a
dccisioin am to whtheiir or notn thcy needed institutional care.

lit the attempt to uolve thcse various problerna it lias, of course,
lrenl thc im to inst o1btain AS manity facts as possible, flot only regarding
the patienits teslsbut also regarding the borne and family (-on-
clit ions. It ha.4 been Iouind to be (il distinct advantatge to have a writtcii
history record brouiglt by thc organization worker with the patienit.
ThV vaLlue 0l these records varies, ofl course, with the abeility of tht ont'
who lias taken the history. but it is beivdthat with the, incrcasinig
intvrvst ini p)sychiatrie scial work more w-orkers wiIl becone qualifiec!
to present wcry valuable histories to the. cinic phy.sician. If titis hi!Story
ih lot piroeentted at tlle tinte of tht clinic visit, tht organization workcr is
iiitcrv.iewudý be(ore the patient i. seeni and an outline ot tht history aiii
proli obtainied. Whikv tht- clinic physicianl i. intervkewlng a Case,
hi. tintie for the acquirinig of al working knotwled(ge of other cases, who
have appeareti at the dfinic without histories, is saved by havlng the
clinic socil worker interview theme patients andi obtain als full a histary
als is possible in ia short tinte. Th(, question of thte advisalbility of
havlng social workers obtatin medical histories is, peýrh.aps, a debatable
ont,. It miglit bw argueti that patientis would nlot want to tui] their
story, to ont other than a physician or thatt the repetition that niight bce
neocessary would bc al source of irritation toi thein. Both arguments.
we be-lieve, are more or less valiti, as it is our general eprec that the
entire history is not obtaineti by tht socxial workcr and! we have seeni
cases who have shown irritation because of the repeated inquirivs, but
we beýlievte that ici general the histories Ôbtalned by social workers art
of more benefit ini the saving of time ini the clinlc and as a guide to the
physician than of a disativantage ini tht management (it the patient.
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-niendation should be determined, flot by the mere intelli-
it, but by a general sizing up of all the facta available.
.pected to speak of the management of cases net requiring
care. One of the first thinga, however, that a mental
an learns, or should learn, is that the expression of bis
a patient requires treatment in an institution will flot

suit ini such treatment. However we mlight wish it te be,
iat there stiil remains with the public a feeling of appre-
ýoeetimes distrust of mental hospitals, and this has to b.,
Whether or net this miscenception is decreasing te any

ve do net feel qualified te state definitely.
actor that militates againet getting patients iii bespitals i-,
and sometimes impossibility. of convincing courts that an

>uld be ini anv institution. Workers are sometimes me by
isals of sumne hen thii means meema to bc the onldv
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A consideration of the various types of cases may be taken up accord-
ing to dIiagnostic groups. Regarding the organic mental cases we may
fisit menini paresia. As the records of cames paroled frout hospitals
show, paretica may 4i cared for in the community and lie self -support ing.
A vase seen at the clinic demionstrates the possibility and a methiod of
managemnti. [le was a college graduate of 6$4 whose first wif. hiad
divorcedl hinm. The second hac! dlied (if paresis and the third wife ma,,
bvdI-riddeci n lleht City Hlospital b>ecatuse of tabes. lie showed definite
but mild physical siguis of pareais, lack of concentration and a moderate
memiiory defect. As bis family bad cut off hi. allowance hie was attempt-
irng. rallher usceflyto support hiimse.lf b)y addressing envelopes.
Brouglit b)y the Charity Organization Society to whom lie hac! applied
for aid, lie was urged te subniit te lunibar puncture andi treatnient
wbicb previously lie had refusced at the New York Hospital. lie acceptedj
this cvle reoeived treatutent for several iontbs, meanwhilc Ieing
given financial aid. A niarkvd Iiprovement was the resùlt, beist shom-l
penlihape by the tactI that lie is not oniy able te support himself. but hi.
wife who lias left the. hospital. Ont cannot, of course, expect te obtain,
aiwaya sucli satisfactory resuits. A case of oewebral syphilis that wa.s
senit te Hfarlemt Hospital for treatutent becaine worse and was conmitted
after the social werker andi physician impresse4 upOn tht wif e the

lsabullty of this procv(iedu Another ferm ofmage nti x
vnmplifleti ini the case of a weman suffering from braia tWnour and
evidencing a marked pairanoiti trend. 5h. hadibe carrieti along by
the Charity Organization Society for a numbewr of yrars, but viien %sut
refusti to tûte the advice that suie needed hospital and ixpessibly surgics!
treratment, it was recommended that the Society relief 4i stoppeti, She
is floW being cared for at bomte by be-r frientis.

The management ot arterioscleiretic- cases naturally varies with tbeir
condition. Where there is marked irnitabulity. wandering abo)ut or
other bebaviour that causes disturbance ini the entire family. commit-
ment i. strongly urged. But w-hetn tht home conditions arc gond saud the
patient gives no trouble, adIvice as te regulation of hygienle anti dict
i. te be given, with vi.sits by tht social werker or visitizng nurse te super-
vise the regime. Sonie of thiese patients may lie selfsbprig as i
oe elti lady pat sixty who has maintaineti berseif ini a liotel poitoni
spit.et fer ni.nory defect.

Epifrptic patients bave te have their liVes (glLe cudn to thtc
surctrad ft.quency of their attacks. One man whcm ateksea
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ý)f how cases of clementia proecox cari be rnanaged may best
ý a brief statemnent cQflcerning individual casEs. A young
catatonic symnptoms was cared for at humne until ber sister

Up outside work, at which time cornmitment was necessary.
t was at first advised in the case of a man discharged frorn
ut the family insisted upon bis staying at bomne and this

o, as it appeared the>' understood himi and werc in a position

tm. A case with frequent visions, but calm behavieur, is
vitbout difficulty ini an apartrnent by her sister; the patient

rself but can not be induced to> take up any formn of work.
,,4,1, k - ,unrwtrng ht-rself as a cook. She i. ver>'

an, and in helpilg with the
fee mor indpendent and
ng hou-4-work mnd strlng
it making flowers at which
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she je efficient and Mn which situation she came in contact with othere.
An Italian mianl was brouglit by a w-orker to the clinic with the report
thiat lie ~amdindifferenit or unable to dIo the wýork recently gotten for

imii. Wer had had himi under our care p)rev,,iouisly In the hospital in a
~tuoruscondition whichi had evlpdafter uindertaking work lie

clid not like. WVe founld at the cîinic that lie wanted to wo(ýrk as a fire-
malin inIStead( Of iii a stable wherc hie was afraid of the horses. We advised
1thai lie do thie; ini a monlth lie called to show how w-elI le wras, and wNas
apparently eovrd

May .%c say a word for the psychonieurotics? We know that thlese-
c-ases tendc to arouse a feeling of impatience and a feeling that they are
hlee-lýs with their introspection and complainte. We believe that they
flot only reqUire but deserve patient consideration. No patients~ are
more appreciative of beniefit than the psycboneurotics. Ini the clinic
a point ie miadte of listening to themi and of flot hastily shutting them off
w-ill ther rcnmark that the-re is nothing wvrong with theni. Again and
again me tinid sex con flicts, olten vnigendered by the reading of quacc
literatuirc. AdIcIe is given as to eex hygiene and the handling of con-
flicte, Inquiry is madle into details of their work and their play, If they
hlave ariy play1; oftenl the, dIo flot. Assistance in getting agreeable

prouctvework ie given; it does flot dIo to nierely give advice about
rc-reioniii; olten thec psyc(honeuirotic mnuet be led to it. The Y.M.C.A,
or Y.M.H.A. and etlmn clubs are available whe-ire the patient may
IW drakWn away front himiself and becomie interested in others. The
psychoneurotic mnay corne back to the clinic with the sanie story and
for further encouragement, but lie should 1w listened to with the saine
patience as before; if not lie will go elsewbere, to hie detriment, w-here
he wili not lie understood and may fail into the hands of quacks, if lie
lias Îlot already hiad that eicperience. We mnay not expeet to cure ai
or many of thesei- patients, but the clinic bas shown that they can lie
kept self-suppo)rting and comparatively happy.

The constitutionally unstable individual otten presents a difficult
prôblern. to the organisation worker. Somnetinies the difficulty lies in
the irritability aroused in the applicaîtt when lier past affaire are inquired
into and things become blocked. This bas been seen flot only ini women
but more recently in disdiarged soldiers who have apçpIiecl to the Red
Cross-the patient is then broiught for a diagnosis of bis or ber mental
condition and for advice in what often seems to be a liopeless situation.
In the clinic the difficulties are unravelled, a more conplete under-
standing is attempted, the patients' stories or difficulties are gradualîy
brought out, and the wbole situation carefully gone over with the worker
aind the patient, su that there is more co-operation as a resuit of the
understanding. Recommiendations are madle for the future iii Une with
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patient's wishes, if these seemn reasonable, or time is taken to get thlt.
enit to set that some other plan would be mnore aidvantageoua;
uently a compromise bas to bt made. Weu be-live thiat better
Its are obtained in the long run by consulting the patiets wishvs,
i by forcing an unwilling patient to accept the p)lan of somne wo(rke-r
ia constitutionally and socially flot in a position to have the aie'

rpoint. We can hardly agree with the social worker who atteImpta
lave commnitted as insane an Italian destitute inother %%-th three.
Iren who becomies anxious and taîkative in a raiher excited way
r waiting severat weeks for financial aid. The approach by anothler
oer with a more complete understanding of the case smoothes out the
-uly. We believe the young mother m-hose husband enlistedt
,use, as hie said she did not look after hlm properly, will get along
ur boarding in a respectable family, working and putting ber child
day nursery, than if she tried to continue living with a nagging

hier who bad previously shown rio evidence of understanding lier
tren. We believe two young women sisters will be happier and
i less incorrigible if, while working, tbey live in a girls' guardian
e instead of remnaining with an irritable, alcoholic father, and
-ette-snioking stepmother wbo is so devotecl to lessons in painting
she cannot give time to the girls. To one physician there seems
ig tef t outside of institutional care for an old lady past sixty who

,ears bas lived on lier friends, insisting that she waa unable to work,
i>wever, she meets another physician wbo takes a more enouraging
at the sanie timne a strôngly advisory attitude tow-ards ber, and one
that after this meeting abe bas undertaken successfully the duties

nurse in the childrtn's hospital, one la inclintd to believe, as we do,
there art few cases of absoluttly hopeleas maladjustment.
Lad what of tht feebleminded? We do flot believe, as we have
A stated, that a mother brings lier child to the clinic simply to have
itelligence test made, or that she is satisfied wjth the figure of tht
flgence quotient. We are of tbe opinion rather that the child is
ght because it bas been observed to act queefly or differently fruxu
r, cbildrtn and tht motber wants to know wby this is and what can
:)ne about it. Tht problemri dots -not end with the decision that the

la feebleminded but begins there and tht consequence of thii
ion is flot ntcessarîly an institution. A recommendation as to
Scare or institutional care depends upon tht attitude of the mother.
iatiire of tht difficulty with tht cbild, whetber or flot there are other
ren ini the bouse wbo are perbaps infiuenced by or neglected because
e defective ont, and wbether or not tht parents seem intelligent

gt4 give as proper training to the child as might be gotten ini an
:ution. Detailed instructions to tht mother and! visits from tlu'
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sia l, okcr ole Atncpuictritgr men t an id 1 wnefit to thev mother wvith lier
prolein1ll With it eie dtv hldre thevre are the po)ssilbilities
of thicto ugradud lass 111V tractes- sChool or thv placing-out-farms ol
1114 privaitil or ( )l izafi t1 I typ 1 te 1ltter VLr Wt y being inlaintained by
(tir Big Biroî'hir, V Wiî Ile h tie adults, what wv bec'ieve ha.,

beeni be;1ca dvice h. been ivt, te thc varieuis orgiizaitiois
incii(tig the, Red ('ress, in re-gard te, Ouicdsre soldiers, as te lte

limitit aipsilte oifocpti.
Ili al rtvicw of the r.coyrds et tile dinic cssit becoines obviens that

li n urder te know moire aboutt our cases andi le alte te jutige front resuits,
whetheligr mir recemendtien hav ben seusi il is necessary te have
A follow-up systeun et inquiry. A rather large nwnmber of cases breu>ght

fo'r ativice. by vairionsII organlizations or individuals are seeni ont)y once
ai Ilhe clinic ani iii mny of the(sc cases il dlocs net seem necces.ary that
thi- cliic social wirrke.r kvep) ini close contact with thern. We believe ik
qutet nece-ssary. however, if the inost Ienefit is te accrue te thte patient

anti te the, clinic, iithat ninquiry Ieý madie as te restits obitaineti at al
diitet stated inltervatl. either by lutter or by peýrsonal visiits of the clinic
scial %vorkecr Byv this meansm attention would Ie, calleti te the necessity

of lurther ativice or ruconutriations with cases Milo hiat evidently
flot -stouin thtxed lenefit afivir the first visit, but who were con.
sideCret byý the ora1sto 1Wke e i dOin1g as Weil as couli 1We
expe<rted . Ini stch cases (turthe.r visits at the clinic miight. show that the,
diffitilty Mas iluc if) sone mnisutnderstandi(ing or that smie detail hati

bon nssdthat sem t nlipo)rt.nt, Wbeh(re thlere iu any reason» te
beeethat the clUnic soc-ial worker cari lie of service te tht patient,

vither directly or idecyby assisting the organization worker, co-
Operatiom should lxie aintainied, but care 4houli We taken te avoid

ovrlppngor duplication ef activity. Although we feel that the dlinic
ha. beenl et distfict use., wu eiv that its use(ulness woul L-4- arnplified
by the maintenance e)f a close relation letween the clinic andi the arga-
nization as- long as any onet hought this relation mnight bce of assistance.
Il i. urguid that when a patient bas once been acen anti a rmomnaioni
betu madie te hilm te or ainteett organization, the interest of the
clinic in that patient hasz ret ceaseti but rathier ha. be-gun.
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NOTES AND NEWS
NEW YORK STATE

w York Programme for New Buildings for lhe Insane <»s4 Foeble-t-Contracts totalling 83,302.750 for new construction ait Stalcfions for the insane and feeb)(iilemi arc being let by the Staitei York. Sevcral contracts were awarded during June and severalare now being advertised. These buildings are sorely neededl lu,
overcrowding in the institutionis.

S.C.4.4. News, Augim5i, /l9jg,rd .Stle-Wide System of Mental IIealtk Clin ics-Amnong the pro-muade by the State Commission for Mental Defectivecs ini ils reportted 10 the Governor and the 1919 Legisiature was One for a seriese-wide joint clinies for the out-patient diagnosis a1nd treatnient
tai diseases and defects.
iccordance with Ibis proposai plans are now being ndefor thvhment and operation of sucb dlinics ini varjous parts (if <ie State.irce Bailey, Chairmani, and Dr. William C. Sýandy-, P)sychiatristZ<»nmissioni, are actively interested in the project, h i. hoped(e or more of the joint clinics will be started witbin a month.ics of this sort have been made use of by thie State Ho(sp)itailssion for a number of years and Ihere are now about thirty suchn connection with the State hospitals. 1It is obvious, uevrlier State departments and agencies need thie services of1 stichand the conclusion is practically unanimous after cofercn«ýlte State departruents concerned, that they cari effectively Co,in providing such clinics jointly iu varions communities through-State. These would afford facilities for expert diagnosi, forLs to treatment, and, in many instances, for treatmeut itseif.systemn of clinies would co-ordinate well with the propo.edlcentres" wbicb the State Department of Health is to vmtzhiu-
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The State Hospital Commission has frequently calîed attention of local
authoritics to violations of the law in locking mentally sick people in
jail. No ont would think of treating a pneumnonia patient or other
physically ill person in such a manner! Every community should
provide a suitable place -pre fera bl y in a hospital-for the temporary
care and treatmnent of the mentally sick.

S.C.A .A. News, September, 1918.
Le*chworth Village, New York State.-In his address at the dedication

of the new building, tht Governor said that there are at leaist 33,000
defectives in the State and only about 5,000 are properly provided for.
Both the Governor and Frank A. Vanderlip, President of the Board of
Managers of L.etchworth Village, urged the speedy completion of this
modlel institution which wiIl eventually house 5,000 patients and be the
largest of its kind in Amierica.

"Tht care of the feebleminded is of immense importance", said the
Governor. He declared that the programme now being developed by
tht State Commission for Mental Defectives "will have an important
bearing on the future well-being of the entire population of the State ".

S.C.A.A. News, .Tuly, 1819.
Puh Plans for HIousing Insane and Defectives.-The Hospital Devtl-

opinent Commission of the State of New York is making steady and sub-
stantial progreas toward incrtasing tht State's accommodations for the
insane and fteblemindtd. Dr. Pearce Bailey, Chairman of tht State
Commission for Mental Defectives, called attention to the very serious
and immediate need of additional accommodations for mental defectives.
Hte said that the examination of men for military service had 8trikingly
confirmed previous estimates of tht prevalence of mental defect in tht
community and that there are undoubttdly between 40,000 and 50,000
mental defectives in New York State, of whom onîy about 6,000 are in
institutions. Ht discussed the extension of colony care for the feeblt-
minded andl also suggested the State's leasing or buying available
buildings in various communities for tht temporary housing of feeble-
minded while tht State proceeds with its programme to enlarge exiSting
institutions on a permanent basis.

S.C.44.A. News. Julv. 1919.
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MARES MENTAL TESTS 0F BEX OFFENDERS

stics for the first 900 cases examined by the Social Service
the Venereal Disease Division, Michigan Department
*ate graphically the important percentage of sex ofi'enders

Firmt cases ecamined ..... . . . . . . . . . .. . 0
Feeblemided needing institutional care ........... 214
Feebleminded (release recommended under supervision) 538
Insane or epileptic (institutional care)....... >........ 27
N orm al. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
Superior aduit. . .......... .. ... ....... .. 2

900
.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . Te.ting ten years or less,

a .s0c.... ....... .. Needing careful supervision
3. 0v/v... .... ... . . .... ... ... In ane and epileptic

10.4 ... .. . .... ... Normal
2.8 ...... Incomplete diagnosis

The Social Hygiene Bullein, October, ipig.

DRL M. B. SUT1TRD~
R. ELMR ERNET SOUTHARD of Camnbridge, Mass., Asat.

Prf of YO~ Pscolg t Harvard University and Bullard
Prf.o Neurology at Htarvard Medical School, one of the

inot einet of the American Psychiatrists. <lied suddenly ofpneumnonia
in New York on February Sth. Dr. Sou)tthard was a Director of the
Bo0ston Psychopathlc Ros0pital and occupied a unique position in psy-
chiatric affaira on this continenit, as lie was full of initiative, an original
thinker and of a phulosophic tura of mind. }{e was at ail times out-.
spoken and] it went without saying that wherever Southard appeared
those m-itli whom lie came ini contact required aIl of their mental alertness
to loeep pace with him. A mani of the broadest culture, a delightful
companion, with a keen sense of humour, and a versatility that enabled,
him to taike a prominetit part in a discussion on many subjects, lie almost
invariably became the central figure in any meeting at which lie was
present. His point of view was always freali and full o! interest. He
took the deepest interest in the National Mental Hygiene Movement,
andi was especially interesteci in the affairs o! the Cauiadian Committee
for Mental Hygiene. In Canada lie was greatly belovedi because lie
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made it so evident that he was willing to assist in anything likel

advance psychiatry in our country. His death at sucli an early

must be looked upon as a calamnity, when as neyer before, psych

requires the aid of men who can tise superior to the frilis and fads Mi

have hampered this branch of medicine of late years.

SIR WILLIAM OBLER, BART., M.D., F.E,.8., ETC.

ANADA and the world, especially the mnedical profession,

oDecember 30th, 1919, jin the death of Sir Williami Osier

of its most prominent men.

Sir William Osier was bon at Bond Head, Ontario, in 1849.

father was the Rev. F. S. Osier, M.A. (Cantab.), a Church of En

clergyman. Sir William was educated at Trinity College S(

Toronto; Trinity College; Toronto University; and McGill UniVE

Montreal, where he graduated from Medicine ini 1872. Hue then

abroad for two yeaxs and studied in London, Vienna and Berlin

his retîirn to Montreal in 1874 lie was appointed to the Chair of Me

at McGill University and held this Chair for ten years.

lIn 1885 Dr. Osier was called to Philadelphia to the Chait of C

-''**- .- - 1--'r- Pi.nn-vlvania and in 1889 he accept,




